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I. 0 INTRODUCTION
This report prea,:nts zhe results of the Phase It, Detail Design activities
for a Prototype D, i,_oyable Large Area Solar Array Supporting Structure
conducted by the Ryan Aeronautical Con_i_ _ny for the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory under Co;,|ract No. 951107.
The purpose of the Phase II program was to extend the array concept as
established under the Phase Iactivities to a detail design, prepare engine-
ering drawings and specifications and to conduct supporting technical
analysis to insure conformance of the final design with the desired contract
objectives.
Section 3.0 of this report contains a functional description and illustration
of the major elements of the array and the proposed installation of the
array to a hypothetical spacecraft. Sections 4.0 through 9.0 contain sup-
porting technical data.
2, 0 SUMMARY
The design, technical analysis and preparation of engineering drawings
for a Deployable Large Area Solar Array Support Structure have been
accomplished in accordance with the Phase II (Design Phase) require-
ments of JPL Contract 951107. The fir_al configuration reflects in
detail the concept selected at the conclusion of the Phase I (Concept
Evaluation Phase) activity. No major problem areas are evident that
indicate the inability of the design to fulfill the functional objectives of
the program.
I
The following is a summary of structural and thermal characteristics
of the design as compared with contract requirements. The calculated
structural weight based on substrate unit area is greater than contract
requirements, but reflects a design which is based on controlled
tolerance sheet thicknesses, reliability in fulfilling mission require-
ments and the use of present state-of-art materials.
Solar Cell Area/Panel
Actual_ Design
i 51 ft2
Structure Weight Per ] -
Un___it__Area_of Solar Cells I .417 to ..46Z Ibs/ft Z
- Static Requirements -
"Su-b-s-trate Radius of Curvature [ 6 in. rain.
Angular Chinge o£ Solar Cell _StiS-[
strate/unit length
Variation in First Mass Moment
i
of Array and Support Structure
for Stowed Position i
Dynamic Requirements -
Undamped First Cantilever
Frequency of Deployed Array
Structure
<, 3 Degree/in.
0.55 cps
Contract Reqrn 'ts
Approx. 50 ftz
<. 3 Ibs/ft z
f 6 in. rain.
< 1 Degree/in.
Between 0.5 & 5. O cps
2
Variation in Ratio of Stiffness
to Mass of Deployed Array
Actual Design
+
Structure --4.3%
- Thern_al Requirern, ents-
Resistance to Sterilization 300°F
Emissivity of Rear Surface
of Substrate
.9O
Contract
Requiren_ent s
< +io%
Z95°F
>.8
b. 0 *_._S.GX DISCUSSION
The array conc:-pt, _hown schematically in Figure 3-3 and in detaiibyRyan
c_rawir:gs Z0_V001 through ZCSV613, is dt_szgned to deploy a minimum of
ZOO ftZ of solar cell .tea. Thi,-, area is divided into four sectzons of approxi-
Z
znateiy 50 ft _;ach. These sections, which are approximately 3 ftx i8 it,
will be referred to as deployable soi._r panels. The panels are deployed
and supported by extendable beams. The beams and solar cell substrate
are _towed on a cyli_,drical drum which is driven by an electric motor to
deploy or retract the solar panels. The support beams are designed to
zlatten as ti_cy a;)proac". _, the drum thus - -' ;m-_,n_ wrapping possible.
The individual :)ancl and support concepts presented here will be divided
into seven basic areas for purposes of discussion. These areas are:
Support Beam
Substrate
Support Structure
2_ctu..tion
Z1_ct rical Provisions
These areas a:c discussed individually in the following pages. This dis-
cuss_on will bc limited to a description of the final design ssnce the pre-
liminary development report (Reference 8) explores the history of the
design and substantiates choices made.
3,1 Support Beam (Reference Ryan Drawing Z08V007)
The cross-sectional si:ape of the beam and substrate attachment is shown
diagramatica!ly in Figure 3-4. The entire assembly is shown in detail on
Ryan arawing Z08V007. The top and bottom sections are identical except
for ti_e substrate attach strip which is seamwelded to the lower portion, and
the doubler st:ips which are attached to the inboard end of the top section.
Both sections are joined as indicated at their laying surfaces by seamweids
along the entire !engfia. The inboard end of the beam assembly is deformed
to a _at surface and permaner, tiy held in this shape by seamwelding the two
caps together and adding a doubler. The reason for this end design'is tO
facilitate attachment to the drum by providing a preflattened i_,,arn assembly
4
which w;il mount **uo_, with the substrate storage drum. The outboard
end of th,_ bean_ attaches directl'/ to a cross n_e_ber leading to the beam
on the oi)posite end of the panel a_sennb!y. ,:.c substrate attach strip
n%e::tioncd t,reviously con:ains ?recisely located slots which will be
controlicd with res?ect to mating slots in the sub _rate and opposite hand
buena. Ti_is -'
co,,_ro_ w{]l be acco_i)iished by mean of coordinated tool-
"o- ±he purpose o: _.,use slots Is part of the scheme of substrate attach-
:uent to the beam. A formed sheet metal part containing fingers is inserted
into _hese slots (i_yan Drawing 208V0iZ). The fingers are bent 90 ° to
accornplisi_ fastening and the part then forms a connector with suffiq_ent
_cxibility to follow the rolled assembly and sufficient strength to transfer
the loads from the substrate to the beam.
,u=_er,=_ used for the _can_ was .006 sheet Ti 6AL-4VA. The beam
will bc formec by first sca:nweiding the flat upper and lower halves
together. A tool will then be inserted between the two layers to expand
the sheets to required height and control the curvature of the upper and
lower surfaces. Yor_ning tools will next be placed on each side of the
section [o completely control the shape of the section. The entire assem-
bly of prestressed beam and forming tools will be heat treated as suf-
ficient ten]ioerature and for sufficient time. tn nlln,,, tNo _,.=.=._.1 --: _--
beam to creep to the shape set by the tools. After the assembly is cooled,
the tools are removed without changing the shape of the creep formed beam.
The beann is stowed by rotating the substrate storage drum which reels
in the beam. Pressure from the drum causes the beam to flatten in suc-
cessive element lines as :}ae two parts contact at the drum tangent point.
The longitudinal bending strength of the beam is greatly reduced in the
flattened area and easily conforms to the shape of the outside dia. of the
drum. As the direction of drum rotation is reversed, the pressure on
the beam is removed as each ele:nent passes the tangent point and the
beam returns to its original shape. It should be noted briefly here, as
_xl)ialned : ,_
_u_y :n iicference S, that the beam design is a balance between
beam cross-sectional sha_e and material thickness and strength that will
produce ti_e required beam properties but is still capable of deforming
to a fiat configuration without permanent set.
, 5
3. Z Su_st:.: (._c/e_-_ :-. "c R':a:_ Drawings 208V005 and Z08V013)
Two v_rsion_ of sub._t"atc co:_._tructlon ar;_ ohown on the referenced draw-
ings. Drawing 268V005 shows the substrate divided into four modules with
provision= for attaci_ing. Drawing 208V0i3 show o _,one-piece substrate.
Each of these c r _, -
on_l_urat_o_ will be described hur_ but the one-piece sub-
strafe will bc presented only as an alternate.
3.2. I Modular Substrate
The basic mat=riai of the substrate is #i13 resin impregnated fiberglass
cloth. The rr,ajor portion of the _odule is .003 inch thick, Areas .50
_:_ch wide aiong each _idc are bu_ up to .0lg Incn in thickness. Slots
are a_uu<_ in tnuse areas to accomn]odate the previously explained method
of connecting to the extendable beam, (Section 3.1). The ends of the
sub,irate are provided w_Ln:"i_iano-type hinge halves which, by the use of
a fiberglass hinge pin, accon%plish the attachment of one module to another
and to the outboard cross oe,_nn. The inboard end of the substrate is term-
inated by adding a I/8" dis. ;:'•_oerglass rod along its width to reduce the
:)os s_ulxity of _=nailng'".... " ¢_-_m=ge'-- .
The back surface of the subs_rate contains i/2" dia. pads for protecting
t:_c _rag_ie solar cells. The pads are made from silicone foam and faced
with .00g inch t!,ick texqon sheet. _our of the modules attached end to end
by the use of removable i/8"dia, fiberglass hinge pins and secured to the
extendable beams by sheet metal connectors (Drawing g08V012) provide the
surface for mounting twelve 18 x 34 solar ceil groups as required by JPL
specification. This area acco_rnodates 5i ftZ of solar cells/panel as a
rnininnum. Additional space is available on each module for mounting cells
in the amount of 35 : Z ftZ ftZ
. _t or !.53 /panel or 6. 12 per array. Approxi-
n_,tely 5 ftZ of area is available per panel also by extending substrate from
the present inboard end still further inboard to meet the drum. This
would provide 4.35 ft_/i_anei or 17.4 ftg per array.
._s the beam and substrate storage drum rotates and retracts the beams,
the attached substrate follows the beam and is wrapped around the out-
side of the drum for approximately six turns and is stowed in this position
6
until the dcpioy;_ent conn:._and reverses this process and extends beams
and aubstrate.
el-. _, _:e (Refernece Ryan Drawing 208V015)3.2.2 Co:,t_::_:ou;; _,,eet q-_" st:"
This substrate is also construct,.d from .003 in. resin-impregnated fiberglass
cloth• Damper p, da of identic,i material and pattern as described (Sec-
tion 3. Z.l) cover the rear surface of the substrate. The width is extended
to provide .20 in. overlap on the beam attach surface for use in bonding
directly to the beam strip. The outboard end extends to overlap the out-
board cross b,-,n; and bond in place. The inboard end is unattached and
is stiffened by a I/8 " dis. fiberglass roa laminated into the_fiberglass
cloth.
3. 3 Roller Dru:_
The outside of the roller drum is set by JPL specification to at minimum
of I ft dis., since the n;ininnum bend radius fo," the substrate is limited
to 6 inches. The drum consists of a cylindrical .025 sheet magnesium
skin 43 i in. long. Approximately 30_/0 of the area of'_-:_ _-_ _= r"_,_r_,_rl
by lightening holes. The skin i_as an access door provided for electrical
harness _ccess and also attach provisions for the extendable beams.
........ ho'neycomb
_ach end of the drum aa_en_,y _s fabricated from a sandwich
flanged at the O.D. to provide rivet attachment to the skin. A machined
_,_,agnesium hub is _r,ounted at the center of this sandwich at each end and
supports the static and dyna_nic loads of the drum assembly. These hubs
act as an axle for rotation and transfer loads to the support structure•
The area of the drum which supports the beams is reinforced at one end
by an .025 magnesiu:n stiffener and at the other end of the drum by an
• 025 nnagnesiun_ bulkhead which also acts as a guide for the electrical
i_arness. The center of the guide bulkhead supports a spool which is part
of the electrical i_arness provisions and will be discussed in Section 3.6.
A _-nachined magnesium spur gear is riveted to one end of the drum and
provides the method of driving the drum•
3.4 S_ppo,-t Stru,"_;rc (R( f,:r,,nce Ryan Drawing 208V006)
_ach end of ti,_ relier drum is encon, l_:.ssed and supported by a mag-
nesium sheet n_etal structure defi_'_ed by the referenced drawing. This
_tructure serves also as a housing for leaf spring loaded rollers which
rc_train the bean_ (Section 3.5). Mounting bosses are attached to the
sides of the assembly for the inst_llation of beam support guides (Rel-
y:fence Ryan drawing 208V004). E1anges are used on the outside
surface of *"
_,c structure to provide for mour, ting the assembly on the
._p_cccraft and a screw i_ole pattern on the left-hand assembly is pro-
vlded for lnstailatior, of the drive motor {Section 3.5). The outboard
end of each a_scnzbly i_ constructed as a torque box by tieing the two
sides together with bulkheads. This part of the assembly transfers
loads, ilr,posed by ti.c extended beam, to a cross beam which ties the
two assemblies together and furnishes a good load path. This cross
beam, which is permanently attached, and three other hat section beams,
which are removed after the assembly is installed in the spacecraft,
are _hown on Ryan drawing Z08V001.
5. 5 Actuatio'_ _, Sy_t_n_
The prin_ary elements in the actualion system are: deployable beam,
roller drum, _" :_
_pr,,g ro,lers, beam guides, drive gears, drive motor
and gear box unit and _hut-off switch. The construction of th_ major
itenn_ is explained in other sections but the forementioned dements
will be brought together hcre to describe their functions as an integrated
system.
The roller drum mounted in bearings is the assembly that attaches to
the beam and actually pulls the beam in for retraction or will push the
beam out for extension. To accomplish this action the drum is rotated
on its bearings by the drive motor working through a spur gear which
is attached to one end of :i,e drum assembly. To start the retraction
cycle, the motor rot,'te, s the drum which pulls on the attached beams
and causes the be,,ms to start wrapping around the drtrn. This wrap-
ping must be preceeded by a change in shape of the beam cross section.
This ci_ange in shape is caused by the pressure of the drum upon the 8
bc_rr., at the tangent i,_int as previously explained in Section 3.1. !_urther
rotation of the drum causes the bea;n to be pulled through the guides until
approximately 5 I/2 , _ _:-.rexo,u_,o,_s accomplish complete retraction.
The position and extension direction of the beam is determined by beam
guides (Reference drawing Z08V004), wi_ich are ai,aped to the contour of
the bean_ at the transition area. These beam guides must react loads
imposed by the beam at full extension and also follow the changing
position of the drun_ tangent point as successive ]ayers are added or
removed. The guide is pivoted at the outer end to accomplish this posi-
tion change. A cross shaft which is rotated by the beam travel on a
friction w, heel causes rotation of a cam support (Reference drawing
Z08V004-59 and -60) and provides a means of reacting beam loads at
any position along tile total travel of the beams.
The guide (Reference drawing Z08V004) is fabricated from resin impreg-
nated fiberglass cloth laminated to . 040 thickness and reinforced by
magnesium formers. The friction of the laying surface is reduced by
app!oying a liner of .020 teflon.
During retraction, friction in the system will have no adverse effect on
the b_al-n wrapping characteristics since the pull of the drum on the beam
causes a tension condition in the wrapped layers and no buckling of the
beam will occur. ,_.xtending the beam by reversing the motor rotation
and therefore the drum rotation will cause the drum to push on the flat-
tened and coiled beam which is stabilized radially on the drum.
I
Spring loaded rollers are used to furnish the radial support and are
located ZZ places around the circumference of the coiled beam. The
springs are leaf-type .01g titanium sheet and the rollers are epoxy
coated magnesium, (Reference drawing Z08V006-3). The reaction of the
low-friction rollers holds the beam tightly coiled preventing buckling
and allowing extension.
The drive motor is a D. C. unit with an integral i,lanetary gear reduction
_9
cage. The n_otor ,-._',: _ _., 000 RPM and the speed ,'eduction ratio
IZ,000
of the gear box is 639.9. The gear box output shaft Ki'M --- 639.9 =
9
i0
iS. wit.75 i_PA[. T:_c ratio of drive pinion gear dia to spur gear dis -_-_--
18.75
13.35:1. This produces a roller drum IKPM of 13. 3------5--1.41 RPM and
a lineal beam cxte:_ion rat_ of 4.43 ft/minute. The torque capability
of the :notor is I in-oz. The torque multiplication ratio of the gear
box is Z62 in.-oz. The torque multiplication from the drive pinion
gear to the spur g_-r is 13. 35 x Z6Z - 3,498 in-oz, or gl9 in-lbs of
torque is supplied to the roller drum.
Ti_e naotor is furnislied with ball temperature bearings and the gear
train lubricated with G.E. versalub G 300. A radio noise filter is
provided in the cable, klagnetic shielding is available by the use of
a conetic n_aterial if later required but is not furnished on this unit.
Ti_e :T_ximum in and out position of the beam is sensed by a shu_-off
switch assembly {ileferc:_ce Ryar, drawing g08V011). This as_er_bly
consists of aluminum tumblers which allow the roller drum to turn
through i990 ° before actuating a double throw micro-switch to shut
off ti_e motor.
3.6 Electrical Provisions
An electrical i_>out was made using the available area and geometry
of the structure shown in Figure 3-3. A general description of the
buildup is as follows:
Z.
3.
.
6.
7.
.
The solar array consists of four blades
Each blade consists of four 55.8 x 36.64 panels
Each panel consists of three electrical strings (cell
:4r oup s )
Each string (cell group)consists of four electrical
_-.,odules
Each electrical module consists of 22 subn]odules
Each subnnodule consists of ten Z crn x 2 crn cells
,,T_,
,ae electrical connections are ten cells in parallel
and 88 cells in series for each string
Each string is terminated with four blocking diodes,
as shown below: , I0
©©Q©
With the cells connected as described above, electrical characteris-
tics of each ceil group are as follows, for the conditions noted:
At Z8°G and rated power input of 140 rnw/crn Z with a 10%
efficient cell - 40.48 VDG @ 1.156 A= 46.8 watts output
At 59°C and rated power input of 140 mw/cm z with a 10%
efficient cell - 37.31 VDG _ I. 156 A= 43.12 watts output
The quantitic ,.of ce,,s required for the previously described electri-
ca! units arc as follows:
i. Subn-,odule s
Z. Module
3. Ceil group (string)
4. Panel
5. Blade
6. Solar array 4g,240
The power outputs for these units are:
I. Ce_l group 43.1Z5 watts
2. Panel 129. 375 watts
3. Liade 517. 5 watts
4. Solar array Z,070 watts
Notes:
10 cells (all parallel)
ZZ0 cells (ZZ in series)
$80 cells (88 in series_
2,640 cells (3 strings in parallel)
I0,560 cells (4 panels in parallel)
Tl,e substrate area r. q:_ircd is Z05.4 ft 2
• ft zThe _ ;_
_e** area required is 188 9
_,_cKxng factor = 91.?_,)
The number of cells per _f: ft = 206
Z
Individual cells area ir.ch;:iing spacing-- .664 in ii
The /or_goi:_g layout ",,.'asi_vestigatcd to check the feasibility of the
gco_etry to produce g,000w..tt_. The Z,070 - watt output of this lay-
out proves its feasibility. This electrical design is submitted as one
which is corr.,pa_i}_;,:with the selected mechanical design and space-
craft ciec _-_'tr. -, requirements using the specified 18 x 34 modules.
Additional area is available with the pres,:at design to a total of
,)
217.4 ft_"as noted in Section 3.2.
An area .6 wide is fur:-,ished along the length of the substrate for
routing flat electrical leads.
T?,e method of providing for the rotation of the drum in routing the
harnesses outside the panel assembly and attaching to a fixed point is
_Inown on Ryan drawing 208V008. Eight _23 wires are attached to a
fiberglass strip which will serve as a spring carrier. This fiat
harness is spirally wrapped around a spool inside the drum assembly
i,_ a retainer, created by the placement of structural bulkheads in the
drum (Section 3. 3). One end of the harness is terminated in an
electrical connector secured to the drum. Access to this connector
:_ay be obtained by renqoval of the access door in the drum. It is
here that the electrical feed from the cells is connected. The oppos-
ite er, d of the harness feeds through the spool and is secured to the
panel assembly support structure. An electrical connector is also
provided at this end of the harness for connecting to the spacecraft.
Ti_e spool, previously" mentioned, has its position permanently fixed
by insertion of a plug {Reference dr,wing Z08V006). This same plug
is used to wind the spiralled harness to a compact coil for its
stowed position so as to eliminate vibration problems during the
boost phase. When the panel assembly is deployed, the rotating drum
causes t}l_ " -"_"tt_,_ly wound spir&l to unwind gradually during the 5-1/Z
turns of the drum. l_etractir, g the panel reverses this process.
3.7 Mounting i°rovisi_)'::, (Reference Ryan Drawing Z08V00g)
The referenced drawing illustrates four solar panel assemblies
n_ou_t,2d in one plane. The 5Z-inch dia. circle shown as spacecraft
_tructure was JPL design criteria as set forth by JPL drawing
J4190680. Tht; mount structure, which adapts the solar panel
tZ
assc:r, blies to this dia. , is M-_owr, on the referenced drawing. This
_tructurc is riveted c,._p_truction and is fabricated from .032 mag-
nus_um sheet. '_es_:;; of the part was d_._:cted to reducing deflect_bn
:o a =zinirnum since ,_ was important to n-,i_imize the dynamic load
a:=plification to ti_c i ,nel assemblies. T}_ , was accomplished by
cloaed intersecting to iue boxes which serv,, to beam the load from
adjacent panel assembi_es to a cantilevered torque box which trans-
fers ti_e toaa to the s_pacecraft. The mount can be readily under-
stood by referring to drawing Z08VO0g. A machined fitting at the
base of the mount provides a bolt pattern for attachment to the
spacecraft.
Pan_.l assemblies are installed on the mounts by mating the channels
on eaci_ part and sliding the panel assemblies inboard until the bolt
patterns align. Attach bolts are then installed to complete the
structural tie.
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20oVO0i D..p,o_;aole Pane Assembly
208V002 Solar lkrray Installation-Support Structure--Deployable Solar Panel
Z08V0O3 Drum Assembly
II || gO
Z08V004
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258V005
Beam Guide Installation
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go II II
Z08V006 End Cap Assembly
It II II
208V007 Beam _ustallation II II !1
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II II II
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4.0 DESIGN CRITERIA
The design criteria utilized in the detail design and analysis of the Deploy-
able Large Area Solar Array Structure are taken in whole from the data
and information presented in the Statement of Work of the pertinent contract.
4. i Configuration Design Criteria
No provisions shall be required on the array structure to support unre-
lated spacecraft components such as power regulating zener diodes,
cold gas attitude control systems and/or vernier solar pressure vanes.
Dziring the launch phase, the array structure shall remain within the
envelope si_own on JPL Drawing No. J-4190680 (Sheet 1). This draw-
ing reflects the available packaging regions for a broad range of typical
Mariner spacecraft systems under study for use in the 1969 - 197X era.
The drawing depicts a standard Surveyor class shroud on an Atlas-
Centaur vehicle. Tt-,e spacecrait is arbitrarily defined to be an octagonal
frame, fifty-eight inches across on the major diagonal. Primary array
structure attachment to the spacecraft may be accomplished along any
of the cornera or vertical tsdges of the hypothetical spacecraft frame.
The basic array structure si_all be designed to have a minimum no, tuber
of different components. This requires that the total array structure
be composed of not more than ,"our sub-elements or panels.
Total available surface for solar celt mounting shall be between one
hundred fifty and four taundred square feet. For initial planning and
conceptuai study purposes, a target area of two hundred square feet
sh,,,, be assumed. The geometry of the array structure shall be based
upon a rectangular modvlar solar cell array of 18 inches x 34 inches,
having a weight of 0.30 pound per square foot. This weight shall
include cells, filters, modular wiring, and secondary cabling.
Any mecha::ical latch points or devices located on the celt surface shall
not shade the solar cell surface when the array structure is oriented
19
Q--I- .O .
-- _ [ron_ the normal incidence angle of illumination.
4.3 S:ructura! Desi_= Criteria
Under the hypothetical environmental conditions set forth in the Environ-
mental Criteria for a useful life of eighteen months:
.
Z.
.
The array structure shall have the capability of surviv-
• - rr11._, normal ground t_andting during fabrication assembly,
qualification testing and storage. The array structure
shalt also have the capability of being repaired when
subject to minor damage.
The array structure shall have the capability of surviv-
ing all dynamic loads, including transportation, cruise
course correction, and retromaneuver at planetary
encounter. It is implicitly assumed that the array
structure will be in the undeployed configuration
during launch and in the deployed configuration during
course correction motions. Depending upon the nature
of the array structure (deployed or undeployed), either
configuration may or may not be used during the retro-
,--_.maneuver. ,,e retromaneuver thrust shall not be used
to initiate or power the retraction, if required, of the
array structure. Upon the completion of the retroman-
euw:r, the array structure shall be in the deployed con-
lxgu, a_.on suitable for power production.
The rear surface of the array structure shall be designed
to mi_,imize heat radiation traps in order to minimize
lc(:al front surface hot spots.
All array structure components shall have provisions for
pressure equalization between internal elements and the
external flight environment.
To preclude real or potential degradation of the solar cells
_,-nountcd upon the array structure, the curvatures induced
zn the cells si_ali be limited as follows:
a. Tiie radius of curvature of the undeployed or stowed
array structure shall at no time be less than six inches.
b. Under dynamic conditions, the angular change of the
2O
tO.
ceil subs_raie per uv, il length shall be less than 1.0
d<:gree/inch.
To avoid s,ervoelastic coupling of tim array structure and hypo-
thctic,,t spat:ecraft controt system, the inertial and response
characteristics for the array structure shall be as follows:
a_ During powered flight (boost, retro), due to allowable toler-
ance variations in the fabrication process, the first mass
moment of the array structure (undeployed or deployed} shall
vary less than 5% as measured about the spacecraft center-
line (boost axis).
be if deployed, the array structure shall further have the fol-
lowing characteristics:
it The undamped first cantilever natural frequency of
the array structure shall be between 0.5 and 5.0 cps.
The ratio of damping to critical damping in the first
cantilever mode shall be in the range .15 to 0.7.
Co
, In the first cantilever mode of the array structure, the
ratio of generalized stiffness to generalized mass (k/m)
shall vary less than 10% due to all allowable tolerance
variations in the fabrication processes.
During cruise phase (including course correction maneuver},
the requirements shall be as defined in Paragraphs 6,b, i and
F
o, b, 3.
. Struct_ral criteria given below are stated in terms of limit loads
(yield design loads). Induced stress levels shall be computed for
all loading conditions stated in Paragraphs 7,a and 7, b. Critical
conditions shall be clearly identified and carefully evaluated.
Margins of safety on stresses induced by these limit design loads
an follows:
Zl
tM•S. - Y•S. -- I => 0
L,S,
M.S. = -- i 0
where M. S°
L+S. --
Y,S, _.
U,S, r.
Margin of Safety
Stresses resulting from Limit Loads
Yield Stress
Ultimate Stress
The yield and ultinuate stress values shall be those for the appropriate
material as given in the latest editions of MIL-HDBK-5 and MIL-HDBK-17.
a, Thermal Cycling: this cycling represents the effects of space-
craft orbit about a planet as well as spacecraft attitude reorienta-
tions associated with mid-course corrections. The design limit
thermal loads for this array structure are equivalent to the levels
experienced during the following test environment:
i _ressure The maximum pressure shall be 10 -4
• - mm Hg.
2+ Free space backgrou_d - The free space background or heat
sink shall be simulated by a blackened wall having a total
absorptivity or greater than 0.80 at liquid nitrogen tempera-
tures, as viewed from the array structure surface.
b°
o Heat Cycling - A heat input to the array structure surface
of 80 watts per square foot shall be held until temperatures
stabilize, The electrical power source shall then be turned
off for a i-i/Z-hour period. The subsequent step changes in
electrical power input from 0 to 80 watts per square foot defines
the start of a cycle, Periods of applied electrical power shall
be for a l-i/Z-hour duration• Periods of non-applied ele-
ctrical power shall be for a l-i/Z-hour duration. (see Figure 4-I),
q'i.e array structure shall be subjected to i0 periods of applied
heater power for a total test time of approximately 40 hours,
Limit Structural Design Loads: the following table contains the
4
ai_plicabie limit accelerations for use in the determination of
the appropriate limit loads. These accelerations define the
enviror, ment at the array structure-spacecraft interface. The
array structure shall be checked for structural adequacy
under both static and vibratory criteria. Static and vibratory
loads arc _ ,_ to be superimposed for design purposes.
Condition Static
a. Max. q &Mach.
b. Booster Burnout
c. Booster Tailoff
d. Cruise Maneuver
e. Retro Burner
Long. La__i.
4g 3g
iZg Zg
2g 0
O. 2g .05g
6g lg
Condition
a. Max. q h Mach i
b. Booster Burnout
c. Booster Tailo/f
d. Cruise ]Maneuver
e. Retro Burner
Level
I. 6g rms
4.0g rms
Noise O. Zg Z/cps
0
O. 8g rm s
2.0g rms
Noise O. ggZ/cps
Vibrator},
Range
(cps)
2-Z0
20-ZO0
ZOO-ZOO0
Z-ZO
ZO-ZO0
ZOO-ZOO0
Rate
Minute /Oc tare
i rain/oct
1 n_in/oct
180 seconds
O. 5 rain/oct
O. 5 rain/oct
180 seconds
4. 3 Thermal Design Criteria
All components shall meet the following sterilization requirements:
a. Withstand exposure to 3 tifirty-six hour periods of heat at 145°C
(g95°F) in dry nitrogen (a total of one hundred eight (t08) hours.
b. Withstand exposure to a gas mixture of 12% ethylene oxide, 88%
Z3
....................... A T ............
o
freon gas for ten hours at a relative humidity between 30% and 50%.
The temperature at any poin: on the solar cell surface, as a function
of solar irradiance, shall be less than the values defined in Figure 4-g.
This is a maxim_a_r, temperature .:or any position on the front surface
of the array structure. These tel._i)eratures may be achieved by
requiring that exposed surfaces o,_ the rear and edges of the array
structure have a total hemispherical emissivity of greater than 0.80
in the temperature range of -50°C and 80°C.
The rear surface of the array structure shall be designed to minimize
heat radiation traps in order to minimize local front surface "hot spots",
Taermal cycling represents the effect of spacecraft orbit about a
planet as well as spacecraft attitude reorientations associated with
cruise course corrections. The design limit thermal loads for this
array structure are equivalent to the levels experienced during the
following test environment:
ao
b.
C,
-4
Pressure - The maximum pressure shall be 10 mm Hg.
Free S,_ace Background _ The free space background or heat
sink shall be simulated by a blackened wall having a total
absorptivity of greater than 0.80 at liquid nitrogen tempera-.
tures as viewed from the array structure surface.
Heat Gycling- A heat input to the array structure surface of
60 watts per square foot shall be held until temperatures stabil-
ize. The electrical power source shall then be turned off for
a l-i/2--hour period. The subsequent step changes in watts/
square foot define the start of a cycle. Periods of applied
electrical power shall be for a l-i/Z-hour duration. Periods
of non-applied electrical power shall be for a l-I/Z-hour
duration. The array structure shall be subjected to ten
periods of applied heater power for a total test time of approx-
imately forty hours.
4.4 Material Design Criteria
The cell mounting surface shall be capable of being cleaned with solvents
Z4
or _,_iid acid etching techniques prior to cell mounting.
The ceit nnounting surface shall be fabricated of or coated with a
material that is an electrical in_ilator. This material shall be
capable of withstanding the rigors of cell-mounting techniques.
Tiffs material shall survive and be _apable of repair, in the event
that a damaged or defective cell mu_t be removed. The insulation
resistance shall be greater than 100 megohms0 measured at a test
potential of Z30 VDC between the cell mounting surface and any
metallic portion of the substrate.
The use of any material shall be predicated upon the proven
. - '1 "4.
ao:,x_y of the material to withstand the deep space environment for
a time in excess of eighteen months.
All components shall meet the following sterilization requirements:
a. Withstand exposure to three thirty-six hour periods of heat
at 145°C (Z95°F} in dry nitrogen, a total of one hundred eight
(108) hours.
b. Withstand exposure to a gas mixture of 12% ethylene oy_ide,
88% freon gas for ten hours at a relative humidity between
30% and 50%.
The exposed surfaces on the rear and edges of the array structure
shall have a totat hemispherical emissivity of greater than 0.80 in
the temperature range of -30°C to 80°G.
Magnetic materials shall not be used in any of the array structure
components, except when array structure reliability is affected by
use of such materials.
4.5 \Veight Design Criteria
A design objective shall be to keep the weight of the array structure and
deployment mechanisms below 0.6 pound per square foot, including
Z5
solar ceils, cabling and wiring.
The solar cell array shall i,ave a weight of 0.30 pound per square foot.
The weight shall include cells, filters, modular wiring and secondary
cabling.
Z6
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Figure 4-1 Periods of Electrical Power
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5.0 STRESS ANALYSIS
Analysis is presented for critical loading/environment conditions only.
Analysis is based on average sheet thicknesses with the exception of
beam analysis which is based on minimmn sheet thicknesses. Dynamic
loads are treated as static loads. Where vibration loads are concerned,
elastic buckling of any one element of a composite cross-section is
treated as an ultimate failure to assure that fatigue due to "oil-canning"
action will be eliminated.
D_.::it4z;io,,d: u. ..,,".... i ..i' ....r_, c;'ivJ f;,_.. Ji.,.itL.cccl_:rz.ti_),'c3iven
it, t,_,' 31"L =t.,t,., ,: .t o; v.,,,'A. /:-,.,_,l; ic cnvironn-.cnt is not couptt_d with
. t ...... i,,.ti ,.,,_.iro,,,,,c,',t (See St.clion 4. 0).
Yiei(, D,:sign Loads -- Limit
0
Ultimate Design Loads -- 1.25 x Limit
5. 1 Axial Load In Wrap Drum
The critical condition occurs during launch with the drum assembly,
on its supports, vibration excited along the longitudinal axis. A dynamic
t_-z,n _-4 "';_';_'; .... *"=" Z/ ,t --_".,vv".... ivupsI is considered for ana -
........ y .... , at 3f FI n
sis. An excitation "g" level of 4 rms in the 2-0-2-00 cps range is given
in ti_e design criteria. Temperatures are considered to be greater than
75°F. One half total axial load is reacted at each drum end.
_ " p Drun_ (.0Z4 AZgl B-HZ4 Magnesium) with lightening holes%-
_ii Circular Disc.. 031" .tnich)
• t.r.
,_./" .....-- . _ R (Loads may be in
// ---_''_-- direction show- or
J __..__,__ " opposite).
[_i[ _ Honeyce o
Dru_r,
Axi_
Rivet
Circle
Onc End of Drum
__ lloncycomb Skin
(.031 Z0Z4-T4-AI)
i%-_ --
2.
33. 3 (4 x 1.414 x 5)
--- 470.8 Ibs limit
Brg. thrust allowable----4000 lbs limit (Reference 1, Brg. No. B545)
Thrvst Allow.
M.S. -- -1 _ HIGH
R
The axial load is transferred from the wrap drum to the support brg_ by
a circular honeycomb plate. Radial moment restraint offered by the
wrap drum is considered negligible, allowing the plate to be analyzed as
simply supported at the outside edge and loaded uniformly along the inside
edge. Reference Z, page 198, case t4 is used for analyzing the plate for
stresses and maximum deflection.
/
l .I m,,
L
Z. 5" Oia. L___][._Dz__]
Rivet _" I O_
Circle [ , - .031
Dia. Hole /
iZ" Dia. ,D I =i
I = .77 x I0 -z in4/in
n.a. 1
The thickness of a solid plate of equivalent stiffness is calculated as,
If3i/3
-z
t -- (IZ I) _ (IZ x .77 x I0 ) _ .45Z in
e
The maximum stress occurs at the inside edge of the plate. The equiva-
• en_ stress for the honeycomb plate is calculated as follows neglecting
moment restraint provided by the plate hub,
3R
f. -_
30
E
/.<= avg2G -- 1 (Using values given in Reference 3)
10.6 x 107
/_'= --I =.33
2x4xt0 7
3 x -170.8
2
_; (_ -C-_ ,o__ + 33
fbc _-- 363 L8.43 x .68124+ 2.03 1.5 --4373 psi yield
F
C
Y
-'-' 34000 psi for 2024-T4 A/clad Heat treated by user (Reference 3)
F
C
IVi. S. = --_
fb
34000
-- I -- I=+ 6.77
4373
The above M.S. is large, however, minimum deflection is a prime require-
ment to assure small dynamic amplification factors.
The maximum deflection of the honeycomb plate is calculated as,
7 j(,., ,>,#)
31
3 x 47o. _LL 3_/ - 1
(.
-- 73-3+
+
4 (i___) z.5 _-!-_ I l__z
-"T-- (.33 og 2_5
Thc deflection of the plate induces radial rotation of the wrap drum end.
The magnitude o£ rotation is calculated using Reference 4. _ _ "
-- i ' r._._.._-- • : ,._ __i,_.,_- _.
I h _','.'_-'- -' late (Alum.)
1 _ Axial Load _ Axial Load
/D1
¢= K R x R° _ -_-/
3
E t
avg e
K R-= 1.06 by extrapolation
3Z
,7o8= 1.06x _
i07(.452)3 =.3 x 10 3lO.6x
Radians =. 018 Degrees
From Reference Z, page 271, case II the moment required to produce
radial rotation, (_ , is calculated as,
r-
t3 r- I .25
_'avg 3 II- z)
X X ......
.30 x 10 -3 6.5 x 106 x (.024) 3X X
lz _l - . 3sz)
.Z5
-3 6 5 x 106
• x (.0Z4) 3
M -- 30xlO x
o 12 x . 8775
x 3.37 -- 0.36 in-lbs/in
The assumption that the outside plate edge has negligible moment
restraint is valid.
Radial bending stress in drum end,
M
o
fbl __ Z t
_ _ (.z5)z
-- j 36
3 I1 /2) -- Zx "
- .02,
,.- --21--'-/ t 2
(3.37)Z _-
-- 341 psi yield
The above bending stress is added to the axial stress in the drum end,
R 470.8
f -- fb + -- 341t _ _-
c "_'D I t _ kk x 12 x .024
f __ 341 -i- 52.0 -- 861 psi yield M.S. _ HIGH
c
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The radial bending stress in the end plate at the outside edge is less
critical :ban in the dram and therefore no stresses are computed.
The axial load is transferred from the wrap drum to the end plate by
means of shear in rivets,
Rivet Shear R N 1.25 x 470.8
No. of Rivets 48 iZ. 3 ibs. ult.
Let vibration shear allow-, at endurance limit -- 20% of static
brg. allow. (Reference 16) for 3/32 BB Rivet----(163 x 1.18) x .20
-- 38.5 lbs.
38.5
M.S. __ 12.3 1 ----+ 2.13
Axial ioad (when in one direction) is transferred from the end plate into
the support brg. through tension in rivets and shear in the honeycomb
core. Rivets are used to eliminate local peel in the end plate - honey-
comb core adhesive bond.
_6"_---_'_,_ _ Honeycomb Core
i__.2_.;i __ End Flate Bonded to Core
: i_i_ --_ w---'_ Rivet Circle
. 5 ---L\<:7'-i _ '" Micro Balloon Core Fill
t
",-2222",_
6
3" Dia,
_Doubler
- ¢ " _ Axial Load, R
Drum
Rivet Tension R _ 1.25 x 470,8
No. of Rivets I0.
58,9 ibs, ult,/Rivet
Let vibration tension allowable at endurance limit -- 20% of calculated tension
allowable (Reference 3 and 13, page 167) _,20 (1.4 x 363) _ 10|.6 lba,
for 1/8 B C rivets.
101.6
M.S. _ 51i.9 _ 1 -.f- .72
34
f -- -_
-- 91. 8 psi. ult.
S;_ear Ailow;,ble, . ,-- if0 -" _Ref_rer, ce 5) for 3/i6 Hexceii x
3. i Ib_/ft honeycomb core
if0
&.uM.S.= _ -- i-t-_u._
5. Z Torsion i:: \ ..... ) D-urn
The wrap drum is c.,:signcd for two considt_r,_t:ons resulting from torsion
transferred over ti_e drum i,.'ngti;between bca:-ns during substrate extension
and rt_traction. The torque design considerations as set forth by the Ryan
Aeronautical Gompany are given as,
a° Torsional deflection si_ali be no greater than the allowable
fabrication tolerance between the substrate-to-beam attach
clip and slot in substratc of .005 to .010 in. This con-: "
dition is set forth so no shear'is induced in the substrate
resulting in substrate buckling anti possible damage to
the solar cells.
bo Total lateral displacement of the substrate shall be less than
one-half inch when in the extended position.
C, Wrap drum thickness shall be no less than .0Z0 In. for handling
and fabrication purposes.
Tiae preliminary development report suggested a wrap drum with 30% of
the surface area reduced with lightening holes. Analgsis is based on a
differential design torque resistance to wrapping of 66 in.- lbs. {See
Figure li-1). Wrap drum temperatures are considered equal to beam
temp. (iS0°F) with the substrate retracting prior to retro-rocket firing
near Mars. 35
/\ _: t_,,_".< i>-_ '_, . _l" _ Torque Input, T
/ _ " Y N'a'_r si I
L, 38.5" >"-_/
i Z t _. II
in Extended
i_o_ition To End of Substr_te
The _0ovc \vr;_p (_ru_n with holes i_ rcc.ucecl to an equ_v_ze,,t torque drum
without ho_e_ by caicui_,tir,_ ;.n effective sheet thickness, t(eff ) usin_
i<cfcrcnc c 6.
t .., -- t (i -- area reduction by holes} x e
Where sheet efficiency factor, c
C ---
i
1.14
t_
PI" _:i:
Z570 t
e .... 1.i4
i
/
•6Z4 <i
6
_570 x .0Z
-- . i) i %6 --
?
(.-L k
,. / N• Oi N . t,_.
is corn 9uted by the empirical EQN,
D :
x_|C n i
.5
• 625 _-. 50
. 50 : .024 ( , -- .30) x .50 --.0004 ;n.
36
.... Tie
GJ
j __-- -" _ r t , :..,__- Z ,, _oj x .6064 -- ii.4 in.
Tor=ion Dcf!ection-
oOx 3: .:,
2.4 x so x Ii.4
x 6=-G.05;056 in. on wrap drum surface
L.
_t 3
J
T?AC " "" _ ........ - *'_ '
_o..o,_vi=0 curve =now_ ti-,,,cc,..t_on_z:p ol torszon cc_ec,_o;_ to drum weight
savings by (') varying lig;_tcn=r,g -_'_:,o t=dis, (Z] varying hole pitch and (3) reduc
ing Sheet thic',<r,_s.
!
.6
.5
LC;
.]
2-
0
4
__ "-'-- _-- Reducing Sheet Thickness
Practical Li:_it by Varying
iioie Dis. or Pitch
-_Jf Varying Hole Dis. or Pitch
-5 ZO Z5 5G 55 40 45 50
?/ci/i,t Savinos, %
',,'rap, drum torsion =t;'ca_ a:',cl eia=_" c buc"_..:ng.... aaxowabies are calculated usang
Reference 7. (5cct_o:_ 6.i. 3 ant Figure o.5. I, :_espectively).
: _ (T)r (i. Z5 x _6) x 6
...... _- -_3 psi uit
Z
I. \
F --i( z, _--'
s :, k_/
C C
5.7
i_ _- i$366 for clan_Rcd cOS_:s
..... ,_ . 50 °
---- 6.4 x .,_ ,_ for F.Z.?,3--HE4 _''"S"...... at i" F
,(_ -- . 35
_d
_ (i s) :/3
-- -- • x .034 -- .OZl
F : lO00
S
cr
6 / 02i ' 2 -_ 2
× _._ x ,_ < s,:;.s )J "
• o _ , , 06 . v4.
-- • <_o.:--7
Ci"
• 937 -- 17.:S psi
M.S. ----> I-:IGI:
• ,;_ ,::'l_lC_..COn(,l:lO:. occurs c],..;,r.ln O cruise n:_,,euvcr oct\veen _a_'tn
ro " _: :_:-_,_an_t _._,'a; ,.'re _o _ s_c_cay-sLate ,-_ccezera_:on of .05g. The
si,_,cc:craf: :._ (:o.:_idcrcci t(,b<' in theGarth's vicinity. Substrate :ernp-
crature is considered at '50 °_-
L::<:;,=-is not t:an,-,f{,r:-,-dfi-(-,:::t'.:c_,uostratc to the bcan:_ until lateral
clc;lec_ion _n t',_(.._ca,ns oct:.::" :,-.c .:-" - "
, " r_,,) co:_:i_c::sa,:ng :or di::,cnsional
:oi_';'_.::ces O:tv.('t:n t};_= :,u.,._:;,:o-to-bcan-, &::_cl: clip a::d slo: in sub-
o:ratc of .665 i;:. r.:i.:. Anai7:;i_ :s firs_ :?a_cd on an assui::ption that
ioacis _,rc transfc;-,-,.,: :sv _,.._ r ;,:,,:1bcndi::_ in t},c b('_,:n to reaction
:.r,.ab ;X the :,ca,;-:._,i,or: ;:..d ::;,:;,:"_,::acl:::<enzs c:."bca_n to wrap drum.
The "a,.:_:_:su,,:;_,r::- ;,:-;_::n,ed to act only as a p.vot ,_::pport, .-c.,, >_ ]?rovi£-
{""" ::.olT, cnt restraint in tr, c , .... c._i Di-inc.
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So:,:r :<a dia:_on
7" %_ o
\
R
"i_eaction iJoint
Each Bcan_ %'0
Wrap Dru_n (4
#6 Screws)
Shear in ._ca:n
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c
o D
!
I
I
gi6
:. :::_ (. _:,:.. so)(. os)
i.6 Shear Curve,
i
,\_tachDn ent
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V
C
4
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_at<:r,,_ dc",:ction vf ti=c- "_c,:v.;.'-,uotbe 'css titan floatrequired to accunnu-
#/
I
before ahear clip
Deflection, U" 2' C_ic to load (Xcfc.rcnce Z, page iO0, case 3)
Z.
f" lt _lr % /" _ *
>_ _ ,,_s(<.j
u g o >:i
, .,t_
where _ -- :-;. b x ,u "_i for 6AL-4V annealed titanium at
Z:_U ,F _,<e:crcncc :,)
i -- .L_,3S ,:-. " (,%,,_-A,.c"(_ q _ ; }
e
t-
t ,)"
o
6 x i.d.6 x i8 x .835-]
_ ii_2 rcloi'(2 , ZJ'_ ; ) (_ a 1-1% C gi. r i" i,c .5
..5
4. i -- 37% of the load in bending before
shear is ti'u_._/<rrcd into tiic substi'ate at th¢ attach clips.
Shear in ,--:(, acrcws at a:,tac;;::;ent of bealn to wrap drum, is caiculated by
resolving n-,,,_,'_;t,_,f,as _:,(ou:,ie for the two conditions,
"..,: .,,,(.-57)Shear -- "t-
(b,:,*:;;. _'-........ _:'/,,. of Scr,_',va_ (*el(No. of Scre_vs)
Shea, __ '7Z.,-. " " -- .37) 17" .: .37) __ 1.71 lbs"'*/(,.:.5) (-;, i- ,.) "*" screw
5hear aiiowabic for ;_6-3Z A,N507 :.
on .07Z. si:cet.
.%1 °
? A /:cw'._ ._o ibs (Kef.:rence IZ) BRG
4O
ar _, ,-,,-i;-. S ,._-'c_ }
;; a .009 1;ac,ol&_ aoubler =s use_, the total or 6. thickness of
the sub_tra_c is .Oid_;:.
(. 0-: (. _.':
: = (. -- 400 :_,_i u;t
"br 61d x .ORS}
x 23500 _-- 1579 _.
2579
Ai.S.- -- i -i- 5.45
-,$ 0
t3 T
..b;:<',. r .'k-, oxv / c.,**: ? ._i,u.c:r'*_)
-]" .
_car;:=g Arc,.}
=- t'.OiZ x .005) -- 9500 ;)sl
M.5. -- ::_r -- i _ -iGH
i
a2
Shear i'_ Substratc,
i Layer ii3 EoOx';-
Ii_:TyC_,--=" _ ] --,
_.._v_,,, _, =.603 in.
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S]:c_ z l;'i,,w
V
q --_ -_
_o.5
qc--= 14
q>
<%7
i_. ___ 5. 35 :o;" ed';cs s;m,,._ _u:):_or_cl _._e.cro.nce _. Figure 7_2)
• ,06 _
C --
/t4 ----.i0 ba_ed o:: il _ cf_oxy i,,_,iJrcg::a:ed gia_s clo:h at 150°F(Ref. 9)
6 f ¢..;,,2
5. ,_5 x " : x :U i5 :bs/in
qcr .... _\ ._7 J' -- " "'
This is the allowable
bcfo.c tkc _o:_r culls becon:e si:c_r ioaded.
Ni.S. _ cr i = ---.,, --1 - W- 2.75
q . o_
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z;ie c_'iLic&i condiLion occ'_rea ...:-in,,, cfni.-:c :_,'.&:;c"_avor coec_'cc;% _&tztn
&nc: l'.',ara. Tke s'ab_trac,: is i:: :.:c cxtcnc.,_ :.o.,i:iv)n and is subjected
1
to a 2g atc&_y-st/.:c _cc,_'] " '" .... ; ........
loads are carried v .... -, ..... • -
,,_ _ne :5, ,,irate acti,,o a:, _ .:_3:;ran? whicln _ndaces
tension in the cii'_s attachi.-.g the substrate to txe k, eans. Substrate
temperature is gonsidered at i50°g.(Reference 8, Figure Z5) maxi-
n-,um at the -"-": to _" . '•,_,-_-a:nent tnc clips, v,,ip te_n:)crature :s considered
at 20O°F.
T.l.ltid/in.ult. (See Section 5.11)/F
• 605, ovo*-i_,_. /./______.._,. ""-_'_/---_/" _
/ <_ - __.2, N "_-_-' 1 ta-,er i a 5
I--- Tkis area includes
f (T x C.:i:_£p&clnL)
or _Cli p V¢icit..,<SuO_tr..te "2inickness) a doubler t --
•0i2. in. ' total--
- (:.il .-: .o) -- _<a ....
:- ....(  )-C-o,zy .......
Fbr --- Z579 psi, (,mc.erence 9) and 4028 psi minimum (From Ryan Test Data)
(77. A.1t Shear out of Suhstrate = / { ;_ ('6)
(S:-,ear 2,tea) -- (g x .Z5 x .01a)
-- $9 psi -"; .. id
Siaear Aiiow-ble at proportio:,,_i ' _ .at for 150°F -- . 93 x 1650 --1535 psi
(Xeference 9, Table Z } M.S. ---@.--"'_ 43
T'; t
-- .606
.885,t
(%" :-: C:i') S:>_-_ci:,:',) ,,
(G;_p W;,dd',)(Ci.? Tkickncss)
/t\
(. toss T _ c::p s?_._u,s) t:]
, 3(o:_pWidth;(t) liz
(::
I
-- (. _%(.; 00S) ,>i(. s](.oosj :z
, -- 44.'_-T- V 2.S --- 3D7 psi "_*
"bt --
Etu ----.93 x .i2688 -- 39680 p_i for 6061-T4 at Z00°F (P,cference 3)
M.5. _'_, :-::G::
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5. 5 _,_:-d(:.. ::: "',":L, D._,:k
Ti.c critics I co::ditio:_ occ_,r,_, ,_:::ri:.i;_,7,c,, v.'itktke dru_._ ...... _-
vibr_'ion excitud :or:::,.i _, t?_,_ i,,::-itudi _ ._xi_. _ dyna:r.ic trar.s-
.nis_;b;iity of iS 5:i " - ,',-. ....... " -
• L,,*:-, 0 "_- ,_ strucl6]'a.. , ,.-';_'_i;_.v_o r,.tio of . u-, b_uc
• . , ....
LO .%_,_ti'&[e ,,vr&'%-),,(, ,"Oi;;. ,J;_i;qq "
., . ac.;ng as _,mi;_ng rnaLerial} v.'itn
the drum viLratin, ' : " " " ': _ - s) is consid-
ered for _nal,¢sis ii;i excitation g level of 4 RXiS in the 20-200 cps
range iS &_ven in design criteria. "2ernperatures are considered
to be 1;o _roatcr [}ian 75°F.
.... pi:_ca Load
Distribution
__i o0_ _ fl Wrap Drum
i i
_2
h__V
Hub ; I-- t, .624
Suppo..t A')_;Z.5 ,i
•L°ad ;.-saybe in direct- ....o
iOil SP,O-_,'IiOr rever_ea i bia
Duc to the _rnalicr stiffnt-ss at the hub support relative to that of the
wrap drun:, bcncling stress in the drun_ i_ based on a no-nzoment
rt:_traint con,iitlon at the hub =upports. Analysis is based on
AT.',] _-7-:>4 "_( ....... ;,-,_ q_ .....
DC
.'.,Jr
i(eff)
at :nid-lcngti_ (Reference 2, Pg.104, case 17)
/'17 \
_------ x4xl 41-1x _2.5x i. 25 ] (42. 5)-
M -- k-i/. 5 " z
._. 5321 in_!bs uh
hole area rcductionij (k(o) !_024(I--.3)
-_ i1.4 i;_.
45
DC
-- 2800 ,si u2t
D t
2.9 x,Io68 "--" 53Z0 u_i u2: due _o _,:r,.:ss concentration a_'ound
:.oics (Re;'cl'cI-:ce., ? i'o-.... 3": ',i, case __)"
F
bc
9036 g • -"
avg _, _ j x :.3 (Reference 7, pg. 5.7)
_z ltz
,)
z= _ (I -- _"}
e
L
/_ = . 35 for AZ32Z_--:_Z-I Mag.
-)
2:7_. (42. 5)- "6x.OZi- {i-- .35 _}
2/z
I. 34 x 104
_-'** _.5.2
_)C
r _ 6 _ _. 103
t .02i 2oo , .x= 3 x
• 9030 x 6.4 x 106
,'B
x 3 x 10 3 x 1. 3 -- 5416 psi
OCM. S.=. ¸
i,
OC
541 6
2.o00
-- I
-- .-r 0.93
"!
"fac crk.cal co:..:Li,,:: o'cu;'s d,..'i:;g cruise n:_,neuvcr buu,veen E, arth
a:;d :v_ars. T',,c au:._s_:'.a:c _s i,; the, cxcc::dcd position and is subjc<Led
to a.lg a=ea,i-,-s_a'._- acce_cr..'i,):: :: :-al :o _l:e subs_:'_.'e plane. Guide
si_:cve t_::npcraturo is consi_.,=r_:d ;,{, :rc;.t_.'r [}_,a:; a possible boa:T, _e:,-np-
_ .,O .....
crature of Z3u 2 _,x_,zer,:;:cc S, Tabi,: . " 3 fc_r bare blue oxidized be',,rr,;.'
A reaction at the forv, arc. former of 6.2 ibs u,_" due to an in-plane steady-
..... sect.oration of . O)g o:. tnc" su0stra:c (see analysis "Attacn:'nent of
Sul-)st.-ate a:,d )3can: to Wrap orui:....... , t?iia report) is considered less
cri:ical ;.,,_n zi.e condk_o:;s ,resc::tcd ].ere.
! .
_¢r
# . .
U
I <<
i J !
V
!
-)
G
)
--: .Zg x . 5:,t,/f'_ - x Z5 _"--- _ 57} yield (Reference 8, Substrate Studies
-'. 5:: x ..........
Zoac. _:_ A : -- 65.-,_ yield
"_.o in.
_o_.u G ]3 -- I. <, x .... o ::;
"_. O if]
or:,"/.elu
q">.c .o_iu v% ]- is traa:an;:ttvc, by G _:ro:;t ;ori]]c. • anu the load v_ B is tr&ns-
:r, ittwd bv L, anti ]E (-o_':;=cr_,). '*'.,c 'oad _ A is reacted by two ._.')5 dis. pins
witi: a . ,-, ,zg,-,tc:,:ng }:o_," :..r, ::L'" ce,;:,:r. ,x, ,_r,_, Rage E99 vaVe,erence"-' ,>)
9 _9
gives Lne circ;n'c',icrc;;_ia, strc_s a._ _5__1_[ .._. ; i< :s a cocffic:cnt that <:e:)cnce
o,; tnc: ratio a/'b _,,,i i_ ,<ix,<,:',in table [or_'n. b-i0. i i/Z Z(o5.4) _id_(]_/in?,,
< • I/-D
F '9 XS! AR%31B-l]/.l _'^- '" "
-- - *,*"o. iRclcrence 3) For at 63 _/-,_of
:y
__ .O_.
a'OO*'; "";n i, _-- ZD_ _" )
-: i o. 0 _iolF
ty
B su-pport -- A "":-,<,uc- =,,"C-, O.D. x 3/16 I,D.
-- =-..-.-=_---- ___ 2050 i'liin yicad
M..S. --,-" 27T._i
Front _sr.nc:" 'G'
Parts P & Q of tnc ,_o,._ lor_ner react load @ 'A' (65.4") and the load is
65.4
olstributed as shown. Thus _ react_ -_,..7# & Q reacts 32.7_,.
2
Tiae plate :2 & Q are retained by two (g) rivet_ in each part and the rivets are
i;_ double sLea, r. iicference Z, pxge 2-97 gives the case for eccentric loading
of a rivet joi --_
2 Z_" r consider Q and let ti_e ioac i; act Z/3 dis. to whici_
_- Pet I
would be the extreme case then P --33.7#, e =i.675, r, -- .175,
/ 2 2 2
--- r ---- .<. r 1 r.i 062
Q--
3Z.7 x 1.475 x .175
• 0or
-- 1 53.5# yield--19Z ibs uh
Double Shea_" Allow. for 3
Rivet _ 406 ".,._(Reference 16)
M.S.-- .....
i 'j d. -- i--+I.11
.13
The _u>_or_ i_ attached _o ::he sid_ i,l.,_cby two (2) 1/16" din rivets
ia olngeI _hear
-_G 6',
!J_ 9
el2
1
_.y
.6
The case for eccentric loading of a rivet joint (Reference Z,
t ZQ ; Pe r 1 r where e __.4, r, -- .3,
:i
Z971, .-:_. ........ ,page
P = 3Z. 7, &
/ Z _Z Z
7. r -- ._ -r- .3 -- .18
., Q'-
3Z.7 x .4 x .3
.AO _-- 2i. 8# yield -- 27 lbs ult
M. 8. ---_$. HIGH
Part Q of the front £orn%er may be consadered as a beam fixed in part
ii, as _is riveted and bonded.
'-'-'- 1 ---_
i ,f I ',i
2 z
_-- Z --_ Let PAct @-_
1P ---32.7# yield
Then " '
_a_e I@ _Z
1 -. 3
I =_2Oii Where b = .I
P
& h_---.5
4
I = .bOlO in
3
_o_ P 22
(Reference 2, page I000 case #i)
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6
• , _,_-,.z_ Mag at F
:_ 3Z. Vx 1.33The_ -- 3 x 6. _ x i0" ::.G6"i0 -- .003S in.
Beam analysi_ at open part of front former. The substrate deflection -- .ZZ
in. (See Section 5.1I) and the :,: ,,strate mcm':,, ne stress induces a dis-
tributed load alorg the beam o£ ..I i//in ult (Se, oection 5.11).
tp
Beam ----" _ t
¢,, , )%
_X, -<2_ " (<_ /
The angle _due to substratu c_cfiection -- .5
A-- .4
Z
approximately. Thus, the
load may be said to act at 90 ° to _ . Sec. Amaybe considered as a
beam fixed at both ends with a differential shear R l and R Z.
r M .,_g
Then_ ____ _ (P.eference Z) ..
l /_Z)'M = -- (V2
Let V= 3R i which is 3" wide sec. of the substrate. This load will be
considered to act on a i" sec. of the beam.
. 1 3
,- I =- i'_ (t) t:.0065"
1
M=_ (3 x 1.1 x .15) -- .25 in.lbs uit
1 0065)3 -6
_ ._,,3 x 10
r .z5 (.4) z
0 --- " _ OZO in.
6 x 14. 5 x I0 ° x .023 x 10 -6 -- "
v,.I 6 x . 2 =,
Then fb -_" _ _ " -- 35503 psi ult
t (.oo65)z
M.S. --> i iqTGH 5O
-4"
The load at poinz B was shown to be 6Z.S# yield, but, this reaction may be -
and would bc rcac_ed at former D &
' 4-
., ! I/
"-tC_l _-"-/ ,u---cI_ -"t __
P1
With _ load (3i.4@) on ca. former. Each former may then be considered
in the same zuanner as 1:he "_ +l. on_ former, i: will be noted that formers
D & E are made of two parts, Y & Z, which are fixed at the _ by 4 rivets.
Also, former 'D' is fixed to former 'E' by a channel 'C' at each end.
31.4
Then P _r- 2
i
I is taken @'."_2 ----i-'Z"
15.7# yield
bh 3 where b=.05 & h "_-.5
2Z -= _ x i.93 -= 1.28in. (.o5) (.5)3=. 00052in.4
3
: P'_z (i5.7)(i.28)3
(3)(6.3)(iO6)(.o0052)
= .0026 in.
f
s
M _ (i5.7) (i. ZS)
= _ -.ooo521.25 --___9662. psi yield
17980 --i = _ 86
M.S. _ 9662" _u_.
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Thc load on the beach at 'i5'is the sa_-_e as 'A' less the solar cells
R 2
Weight at sec. considered -- total weight -- solar cells-- 5.7507#-.- 4,469#
-- .2817#
The load density
• 28#
(35)(i0) -- " 000736 #/in_ _,_ Ig
.__.000147Z _/in.Z _. 2g
, 2
.__ . 000184#/in, Ult
5Z
5.7 Wrap Drui_n Subjected to _Zxternal Radial Pressure
Thls condition exists during launch if the stowed substrate is excited
in the fundarnental nnode of vibration. Z oads are derived from dynamic
analysis presented in Section 6. i. Tenz, =a_ures are considered to be
no greater than "5°F. Analysls is made _ nsidering the condition when
tnc five wrapped lasers of substrate are viorating in pha_e.
S ...... . Spacing SuoDort
_mpnneca_ ___ LL_
Dyr._-rnic _"--._ i/
Di_t ributlon ' " .
Restraint _ _ V
Load at
Support L__.
Layer Separation
Strip Supports
Wrap Drum
De£1ected Substrate
Between Supports
The resultant load at supports is calculated using the equation for sinu-
_oidal vibration. If we consider a support spacing increase from 4 _o 6 in.,
fn is reduced from 2_5 cps by the square root of the relation for beam
deflection•
i/2
"n -- LL- j -- Z33 cp., consider ZOO cps.
Maxi2nurn deflection, ¢ , is increased as follows assuming no increase
in peak dynamic output acceleration,
O" _. 009 _. 046 in.
Then, output acceleration, g,
2
366.4
• 046(2 _ x 200) 2
386.4 188 g (O-peak)
J
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i ti,
Resolving the load distribution h-,_o a uniform d_tribution,
Z
P, ibs/in
(3p -- -- (wg) • x 1 Z -- Z5 ibs/in. 2 ultz = Y 1"4% " " "
Wrap Drum
For 4 substrate wr,,p layers vibrating in phase,
P
1_--4 x .25---- 1.0 ibs/in['ull_
The allowable elastic buckling of the wrap drum is calculated for .025
AZ31B-HZ4 Magnesium Sheet first assuming no intermediate stabiliz-
ing ring_. Analysis is based on Reference 2, page 318, case Q.
r,
P
cr
= .807
/
<1
P
' _,__ __
t i . .
, I Oenecte.Mo o
! ' _ Shape of Wrap Drum
7
! , End Ring
1 \
- .35 ,
I= 138.5" --I
-- --114
Et 2 ( l h 3 2 6.5 x 106
x. 0252
t i _ 807 x
z_ --z " 38.5x6× Xr \i -- ./_ r I
3 .0252
--72"-
D
1/4
x
P
cr
= 0.99 ibs/in. Z, wMch is reduced due to the presence of 30% area
lightenin], holes as follows,
,I/4
P -'=_0.99 (.7)(. 7_
cr
=_0.28 lbslin. 2
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Il
I
I
I
The required c_pability of the end rings to provide the support necessary
is calculated as,
13 -----i 0 | -----195 Ibs/in.• • UI_.
P
cr(end rir-,_ s)
457 ])_s/in.yield (Reference 8, page 132)
0.28
Then, M.S.
i.0 - I _ Negative
Therefore it is _u-_,cstedoo that the wrapped substrate vibration mode
inducing this n.agnitude of external radial pressure be eliminated.
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5.6 Sub._:zat,' _ ..... : -
._ec o,. for Stowed Condition
This analysis is condacted to dctern_ine if the I/8 inch thick substra=e
s')acer strips are sufficient to prevent , _ntact of respective substrate
layers or the inner layer with the wrap <irum during dynamic excita-
tions. Solar cell damage could result if , _ntact were to occur.
The condition occurs during laur.ch vibration excitation at fundamental
frequency. The critical case is during the radial "Breathing Mode"
for which analysis is presented in Section 6. i. Ternper,,tures are no
greater than 75°F. In-plane (axial ,'-notion) of one substrate layer with
respect to another is negligible since attachment of the substrate to the
wrapped beams prevent this motion.
Analysis presented is based on a spacing of 6 inches between substrate
spacer strips. Radial loads and deflections for the modified spacing
condition {Section 6.1 was based on a 4 inch spacing) are presented in
Section 5, 7.
Outer Wrapped Layer:
The critical condition occurs with the two outer layers vibrating out of
phase.
! 6"Sin_ r,lified ......
Dyna n_ i c ', ",.. ,:
Load Dist. ,--'-_ _--"_ '
Spacer Strip _ -" .<):" ,,
4
_, .0t_ Test
ata
:_ •0ZO
_t --0 | : , _--: ' *' ! . : 1 1 t , t ,
cl i Z 3 4 :, o 7 8 9 I0 II 2g
Spacer Co_nprcssion, P,/A, psi
g
I
.#
T
!
t
Deflected Shape
i/¢ )I r,r= substrate + |¢W(spacer!
" 'strip) J
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Then,
/6 \ ,_
R= IZP} [_J=G
DZ
R 1.5
x .25)(5)----I. 5 Ibsl_n. ult.
-_ Z
• y ==:i - 75 x I
r
u_
Z,.radialx l-- .74 in ;_n.
f C" - _ 3d" -- ax o_6, +_.oo5 _.14vin.
Z.03 psi ult
Perrnlssab, 0_5 _ 1Z5 in.
Inner Vibrating Layer:
r
p
The critical condition occurs with the 4 wrapped layers vibrating in phase.
i__ 6" _ --_
_ I- , ____ /--
d'- _.L- ._'Z'._ , _-------_.-.-'I---/
....,i_ , ,,--- ;,_.L_-""
i ¢ '
= (substrate) _j -+" (spacer strip} _j
R -----(4P) --_(4 x .Z5)(3) --3 lbslln, ult
Inner Vibrating
Substrate Layer
Inner Wrai_ped
Layer
-Vfrap Drum
A _ .74
R 3
= _ --4. o5 psi. ult.
- 046--'_ _-07 -Sj "
_= _ _ =-- _Zz_ in.
_)crmissablef'" / ; in.
/Thu above analysis shows Lnat _oiar cell damage is evident for a 6 inch
distance between spacer strip_ wi:h the subsrrat_ vib_'ating in the radia/
"Z_rea:hing _v[ode'% "_- " ",,,erefore, It _s _',:ri_es:c<__:,at this mode be elirnin-
ated by forcing the substra_e into a frequency zx.... -_e above Lhe ZOO cps.
_inusoidai vibration range an,. x,_to Lhe noise spe__ -urn range. This is
accomplished through the _ of spot spacers as s,,own in the following
sketch.
_-- Wrapped Substrate
/
• 5" Dia. Spot
Spacers (Typical
Pattern)
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I
I
I
5.9 _2 .... lVSl_ of 5'.:-_:)or: Stru ...... e
Analysis is presez-tcd for launch environment. Tc:-operatures are
o
considered no grea_er than 75 E. The bracket is de;,i_ned to limit
delqectians for _e cri: .... 1 loadin_ _ conditions presenter,.
This is necessary Lo valid;_te the _..sumption used for dynemic
analysis that dynamic load transfer from the spaeecraft'interface
to the wrap drum is for a rigid body; ie. a dynamic transmissa-
bility, of I.
Steady-sta;e thrust load,
The static ioad V --- 1/Z (W_(o)where W is the total calculated
weight less the sul)i)ort structure.
J!!it,\\
i l i:I , L Q"I j
It _ I
,+, 1 I I
t_i_ q/ './J/-"-_!
v I //I 77
V
3gO _'i Static
The V --- 112 (35.6 + 15)(12 x 1.25) =380 Ibs ult
_'r% / X,"k
a_dd= % -.-+._ j,,.,,,
each inc rcrr_,c_:L.
Due to the shape of _he sLructure, it will be considered as a canti-
lever beam of noc, unifor:n cross section. By theMaxwell-Mohr
solution, the beam is divided into "r3 equal increments of _4 length
z_ where O_ is the deCiection at the center of
M
"--T'. pr,I is taken az the center of each increment
and '-_,-x' represents tire moment curve due to one pound placed at
the deflection point in question. By the application of matrix
51
a_ I t _..
• gebra, the equation for _',lec,lor. at the center of any increment i_,
F -%
f" S
i i
i l
I
[ ""
I
j_._u_.__
3
15.0"
w,"
I
3 Equal Increments
of 5" each
[--- LNCRE,MENTS _ 1
1
3
0 I
0 0
0 0
3
r
°l
.00005
.O00ZZ
.00008
Inc r cl_enL I :
i
1. [ .00038
2. I .00008
l
3. l o
.016
,014
.012
.OiO
•008
•006
•004
.002
0
{ ..
[ 4_ f'--- Max. :- at Er, C of Beam
!\_ _ i --
i f
i5 ,i 13 iZ li 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
i
Z
i
i
0
_ches
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Then, f M
at each pointo I
_o_ ,2.5}(I.7)
fb[point ,) -- --_,.62 892 psi ult
,7. -5_'I 7)
o_p(in_ 2) Z.4.i == 3971 psi ...t
i.
!
I
_ (z1(380)(iz.5)(3.6)f
-b(point 3) II.ii
2
,. (t;
And Buckling, A, lowance -- KE \_]
--(8)(6.5xi0 °)
-- 8520 psi
--3078 psi ult
M. Se--_
8520
3971 - i=+1.15
If we consider a condition when the wrap drums are vibrating out of
phase in a fundamental mode, then, torsional shear is considered at
point Z. The torsional shear ,
m bt ht
S == . ,_ _ _ 1 T
s Zbnt G _ = _- = ZtflbZh2 x G--s
Where T ---- Torsional moment
¢ = Angle of twist per unit of length
G s --- Shearing modulus of elasticity
Gusset
I!!B i i
IIi l • ,
i? -t-
H, h
!fi
; t
•064 -- t --'-_H I '.
.... ,, 'L
t__
1__ t 1 =. 064
b !
--I
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V 2 + V_ -- i/4 p,t}(g} --, i/,i (31;[.: x 12.5 x 1.414 x 1.25)_=685 lb_ uh
i
v 2-(w)'_ A,., .,, .io)=(9._li, x i -,.4x i Z5 x _) =139 las ult
and V i -r-V 2 -- Vul t --. ,Jn5 +139 -- 624 Ibs ult
Then T= (824){i6. 625) = 13,699 in.lbs ult
Then S __ I3699 __ i3699
scat A) C2)(5)i3.42)(. 06,;) 2. 188 -- 6,261 psi ult
__ • ;699 __i_699
Ss(at b)- (Z)(Sj_." " ,iZ)(. vo_)_'' Z. 188 =-6, 361 psi ult
2
The buckling allowable _ i_7_(_-/ and K for torsional load -_il. 7
Then at 'IB'allowable--(ii 7)(6.5 x 106)[;,h_.O_4j2. ----;-- = 12461 psi ult
- 6.
M. S.---
o3ol -- i-- _-.96 !
14.3; 6.2, 8-
Z. 56 Typ.
" "13699 \= (5_(.03z) (4.3;(._ :_ x
I (2_(.032)(5)_(4.3)z 2.4 x 10
-4
.8 X i0 radians
(5)(.052) (s)(.06,;)
(2)(.0;;2)(5)zi6.2)2
x .00571 =
, = (5)(. 032) ,:'_'.0c;4)
"r'3c" _,.,," x .00svl =(2)(. v_-,(_) l,,
-4
0.52 x i0 radians
0.37 x i0 "4 radians
6Z
, ,.-4,,_, =., (. -4](z. -4-- (.8 x ,v _.. -_- 5Z x I_ 56_f-(.37 x lO }(Z.56)-- 00,643
Then_--- 0004 >}(i 0. 73) : 6,,;6 in.which is the t 'al at tip of structure•
4
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5.10 Su'or_c,rt Structare--Torslon i_iode
This analysis is conducted to d_tcrmine if the torsion mode frequ=ncy
is sufficiently high to aliow a reduction if magnesium were used in
place of _uminum-'" . An equal wei_ magnesium sheeI ..tructurc would
effect fn as follows. Magnesium cor-osion protection a,;ects analysis
negligibly since it amoun:s tO leSS than 2% Of the weight for the sheet
thickness considered (See Figure 5-1).
t _ i/Z
Mag. PAL. t
x tAL. x M]_ag./ - 1
I if tAL --
/ 6.5 .062A _
040 in, t --_ .062 in.
" Mag'(equal weight)
.i )112x .0"_5 -- 1 =_ increase
The minimum fr,to prevent modal coupling is fn(wrap drum) x
which is 283 cps. The torsion mode frequency is calculated for the
aluminum structure by application of the calculated torsion box section
properties given in Section 5.0. .Analysis is simplified by resolving the
actual torque box into a torque box of constant cross-sections.
" / ,7 _ Section 5.0 in.
, is. 5', / /./---_
," / " \ _ Axis of Rotation
¢._ --_A_ [ GJ ,i12 18"
2 { ;.,.,---2;
•\ ., .'_ /
poiar _ ),. k38o. 4 /
%,C_ -- -_ -i x 106 5.0 l/Z
.2 --- 3.3 x iO; "_22
\..0075 x 15.
/i 4.31 2
_/--" . 0075 lbs-inesec
fn -_- -_)-- --825 cps v ;,;ch is sufficiently high.
_" _ ' 64
Qi?
<
o
0
3
> 7.
o_
The load carrying capability is not critical as was shown in the _tress
section. If the actual fn were. I/Z the calculated fn0 due _o less than full
--_-" "' " i_ affected as follows byfixity conditions at the s_)acec,=,_ bus, _n_ In
suDs_itutlng the aluminu,'_, with ,nagnesiu,'-n,
n- _q-_- x -- (i) = 412 cps
14
IZ
lO
8
6
4
Z
)
I
T
i
!
i
0
i
i ii: ..... _ - . : i i I.......
.0i0 .020 .030 •040 .050
_V,agnesium Sheet Thickness, In.
Figure 5-I Added Weisht of Magnesium Corrosion Protection
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•060
5. I1 Late,'a_ Beam Dendin,_
This condition occurs during the ,2g steady-state acceleration normal
to the substratc pl_,ne dur" •ng cruise 1_aneuver c,. wcen Earth and Mars.
_carn temperatures are considered no greater t..n lb0°F; _ubstrate
O
ternt2crature is considcruu ,.__reater than I 50 i The nor.-T,al plane
loading c(,:=dition induces a , .',-'ralload in the bea._.s with the substrate
acting as a diaphragm. The _nagnitude of the lateral load decreases as
lateral beam deflection inc.,'eases, The point of equilibrium at which
bending dcfiection energy equals the integrated lateral load components
is caicuiated as follows:
Loads Normal /
To Substrate __
Tip Inte r c o stal---------__ "
Lateral Load
Distribution
on Beam
, _ Deflected Beams
_ // r'--- Sub strate
_ _ / Guide =leevc_
_= Beam
Variable lateral load, W 1 expressed as a function of maximum beam
deflection,
V.:iabie ---_ _ W = Constant
., ,,i i i---V_--I I i
i= _ ,zz3,, _i
Load Distribution on Beam
At the points of rio lateral beam deflection(Tip intercostal and guide
sleeves}, V: is constant. W-- 1.Z8 Ibs/in. ult. is conservative (See
Reference 8, page iOl corrected for _.----3.5 x 106) due to the use of
coefficients based on a substrate aspect ratio of 1.475. W is recalcu-
lated for an aspect r,_io based on beam length, _ . Reference 14,
Section Ai7.6, page A17.6 is used for analysis,
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I - _- Z/3
I Xatio a_ __ 2Z_33Aspects b -- _6.7| ,
I _" ": " _g -- Design Aspect Ration
I _ ,., t , --"',.--,_
i 2 3 4 5 6 7
a
I Aspect Ratio,
E -- 3. 13 x 106 (Reference 9, page 9, Based on i12 Epoxy Impregnated
I Glass Glozh)
The effective modulus is increased somewhat due to the restraint against
i elongation with the solar cells attached to the substrate. The restraintis a function of the shear modulus of the solar cell bond adhesive, which
is very low. Even if we consider a relatively large adhesive shear mod-
I ulus, the comparative effect on ft(membrane)is negligiblq.
q, load intensity
t = 003 in.
•00061 lbs/in 2. ult.
i ;t3
ft --'z _ 06 I °°°6ixZZ3)zj-- 3. i3 x I " --370 psi ult(membrane) _] .50--3 --
Lateral Load, w --- f x t = 370 x .003 ----i. Ii Ibs/in. ult.
t
if t is increased effectively to .006,
/. 006\_ /. O03";W i.I ------'--
2/3
i. 78 ibs/in.ult
This does not indicate tl-,_t lateral loads continue to increase
as substrate thickness ia;creases. _Vhen substrate deflection
decreases to ___ t/g, lateral load will be reduced by beam
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benclng stiffness of the _"'-".J=,ra:e It is obvious that beam
bending analysis is _)ossible only when effective z is rela-
tively large. For t ---: .006 in. ,
Bea,_
!
Deflected _
5ubstrate
,
d =N I a _i-/
Sym.
q
-----. 04 x Z23
I_ 00061 x ZZ3 I 1/3
.13x 10°x .006
f
==.17 in.
For t =. 003 in.
f
6,- --. 04 x ZZ3
.00061 xZZ3
'k3.13 x I06 x .003 /
113
#
O- _--. 22 in.
A . 003 inch thick substrate is considered the practical minimum and
will be considered for further analysis.
The: 0can_ n_on_ent of inertia for bending in the lateral plane is calculated
as follows: Y
Mid- Si_an Area: 0.6" r --_ _ Sym.
i-- 'tf"- .oo6X, 0. Z
o, .65"
l
¥
Lateral Ptanc
6AL-4V Annealed
Titanium
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
y-y
--ffFr3 t
Zt-4-z
L_ .z
-r3
Z
Ztxb _ z
. ! ' i
ztxb 75+ -_; _j
-r2t • )C
.75 # 5 -- _'_i
\ Z/ --_
,3
x .oo6 + z
3
I Z x.006 x.65
K IZ +Z×.OO6x .65x
.65).75 + 'T-.
. .Z 39 x .006 x
__ iA
z 2 x .006 x .Z
.75 +.65 - +)
z7
J
-4
:40.7Z x i0 -tZ Z. 75 x 10
-4
+90.09 x 10 +Zx
c08x i0
-4
-t 54.0 x i0 "4]
i
y-y
. U55D in.
The compression stress capability of tllefree-edged lip is:
2-3
14[--1.2for a free, clamped condition
_t_/x --+ oo
Fc =i 2xlO.OxiO6 t4x2006). 2 > F
Cy
Therefore the assumption that the full cross-section is 100% effective in
bending is valid.
The bendlng capability of the above cross-section is calculated as follows:
By appiylng the equation given in Section ii. Z to the applicable element with
r ----.6 in.,
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gt
F -- .25P- --
cri r
s' • (1% reduction) and crui._c _nanueverTo compensate /or beam .n(ar
tcmi}erature (6% reduction} ti:c ai)ovc equation becorn,.s,
F c -- (1-.08) x .25 lz. c ! = .2J :..2 t
r r c r
1
F c -- Z3 x 16 x 106 [.006'_
• k.-TT-J =36800 psi
r I
By applying tile san_(; eq_lation to the '" "api.,,Icable element with
F -- 23 x i6 x 10 6 f_6_\
-" of-)= 3z936psi
r 2
r =. 67 in. ,
Since the unsupported edges arc not critical,
F
c
r
-- 32936 will be used.
Then,
MG
F
c i
r
F x
c
r
M --
C
I b-x
i c=.T5 + Z =.75 -r
.65 - .2
Z =. 975 in.
M W------
32936 x .0335
• 975
Beam Ends .....
--- 1 1 3Z in. -ibs. uit
Y
' I
I
-,, I
r, .8_ _.
O.7 --] _
Y..Z t '
b ----p_9-p-.7
t, .006 in. 6AL-4V
Annealed Titanium
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QI
y-y
_r 3 t-Z F _2,
-- !.7t x .o
L_ J
r-
, -.,3
_ J_,
-4" 2 _ 2t 12 -: -I- 2iX"
ii 2tb 3
÷z 1-72--
t-
-- q_'x . 853
-- x .006 - 2
+ 2tb I
"93
2 x . 006 x
12
r- 82 j
. 7 x .006 x . +Z
._;_'
l
Jr 2 x .006x.9
!
x 006 x 3 /
z _ • • _. 75+ 9L iz
J
zl
9
_Z x .006 x.2
-- i15.76 x 10 -4 - 53.76 x 10"4+ 325 x i0 -4 + I15,48 x i0 "4
• 4
I -- .0503 _n.
y-y
S'hc bending capability of the above cross-section is calculated using the
buckling equation given in Section 11. Z. Applied to the critical element,
r = .85in.,
F c -- .Z3 x 16 x i06 (.306]
\°89]
r
F x I i
c
r l
C t
-----25944psi
C = .75 in. __ 25944 x .0503 --1740 inrlbs.
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When variable load, W, is maximum (using Reference 2, page 108, case 33),
For conditions A plus B---
' fix_ 2 i.!I (223)2
Lt/
M(ends) -- 12 .Z 24600 inrlbs ult
4600
t_I(center ) ----- ZS00 inribs, ult.
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| i p_
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
i
I
I
!
I
I,
I-
4
/ / .
,., 2.iI (2Z3
-- -- = 13.7 in.
0_centcr 384 x i5.4 x 10 ° x .0335554i_t
When variable load, W, is minua;um
integrated conditions as follows:
is determined for the
M is maximum at the ends and is determined by letting the sum of the
/ a T
areas under the 1%f,_, curves for the following conditions be equal to the
change in slt)pc between the beams ends.
Condition A,
M
.+ _71///////i /////////////,1 ul zI Curve
Condition B,
-- Variable, W
:_'_. _ i. ii Ibs/in. ult.
! , "
V
,k
M
-- slope -- 0
- _////////_
_, M/El Curve
48 El
E1 is cancelled for the uniform b,mm.
Slope
2
0
=\ 48 /3
Then,
M_
i_¸: 7Z
ZM(ends)-" -,Z'--
V/ _4
M(cer_er) 4_
Z Z
7 /
W /_
144
f
Then, _ (center)
z_ Z
+
!
1\
7 i .357_
integrated ki/EI Distribution
when variable load _V is minimum is
M x A X x X:
/
/
/ t
Yz El
48 EI
C7- El x 72. " 3 144
i3.o4xlo-_w _4 _ 3.o9xlo-4 w
L
--- 0
Which shows that O-_
M
r.--i c_rve.
is effected critically by the exactness of shape of the
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When variable load,
in. ult. ,
Condition A,
M
Condition B,
W, is b(:twcen minimum and maximum, say .OZ Ibs/
_ ,.j ) M
+ VI////_t///////////'/f_._ M
•-- E1
Curve
1.11 lbs/in, u/t.
L .OZ lbs/in, ult.
Z
!i
+
d-
M
' E1 Slope -- 0
El is cancelled for the uniform beam. Then,
Slope = 0 =_'0ZbEl 9[
Z
M(ends)_ -- .017
__ Z
M(center) -- .02-!i
- .017 A 2 --- . 008_ z
Shear Curve
I
M/EI Curve
L .025
2
--'El-"
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' -' {
x 'x - _ ,=(q x)
ate-:--, w = (q . x) \-7_o_!C] ",_ L65X/ =(:. _5)(q • x)
a:_. x 4: ,__ x=T' w :(q . x], ._ok--] =(q
F %
3 .IX--,/_ )ato_-- 7 x, W-_lq . x, _-_(q\ .90X
• x_ {_=(.:8)(o._\. x)
k- _oX;
• X){--_ ,C)----.Z6)(q.x}
Plotting the expressions for the conditions analyzed above gives.
6O
FZ
)
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I'
I
I
i[
:2
The bc:_di.ng _:ion-,(-nts for the pinned and fixed end conditions are calculated
as follows:
The n,
Fixed i:Jr,,, b--
Lateral Load at Mid-S2an .04 ib_-;/'n, ult.
W= 1.11 lbsfin, ult.
M :J i, t [ | ! _ M Actual LoadI Distribution\L •#
44 Ibs. ult.
44 ibs. ult.
Shear D!agram
Condition A,( I I
+ _////2//////////////////,t k-'iM C_r,,e
Condition B,
i__ 1.11 tbs/in, ul_.l
! !
_ .......t _ ' -_ L/,,,u .04 ibs/in.
.OZ7i_ z
--ET--
ui[.
Curvc
• 0is07 2z _- .01so7 (zz3) z
--899 in.-ibs. ult.
•oz71 " - .oiso7 Iz = .00903 _Z
_---499 in.-Ibs, uit.
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Fixed Ends
Lateral load at rnid-_pan ----i. II Ibs-in. ult.
M(ends ) .,,_g,,3 in.-ib_, u;t.
M(center ) -- Z300 in.-ibs, u=t.
Pinned Ends
Lateral load at mid-span -- 0
_'*(ends ) --- 0
_---i 140 inclbS, u_..
M(ccnter)
Pinned Ends
Lateral load at mid-span -- I.Ii ibs-in, ult.
M(ends ) --- 0
M(center)
-- 6838 in:Ibs, ult.
Figure 5-2 shows that the lateral beam load at beam re{d-span is near
0 Ibs-in. (See intersection of expressions for beam bending and diaphragm
deflection) for either extreme of the beam end fixity range. The applicable
extreme bending mo:nents, then, are:
Fixed Ends (lateral deflection --i in. )
Actual Moment
M,ends,_ J = 899 in_lbs, ult.
M.center)( --449 in_li)', ult
Allowable Moment
M(ends) =1740 in:Ibs
M(center)--_l i 32 in.-lbs
Pinned E-.ds (lateral deflection --13.7)
Actual AIota ent
M(ends ) ---- 0
M -- 1140 in_ibs, ult.
(center)
Allowable Moment
M(ends) -- 1740 in.-lbs
M(center) --I 1 3Z in-lbs
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I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The beam bcndin_ capi,l,ility ,'>.ce,'ds _h¢ ac:uai ;_oment for flxt.d end
condltions, but p:'ovi._io_,._,_ [i;,.beam cuds to obt_,In a f_xed condition
would result in unncs._ary weigKt ad_i_tion. The beam bending capabil-
ity for a pi_;-cnded beam nearly inatches the corresponding moment
requirement, however, lateral beam deflection w. ,ild be excessive
(13.7 i;_chs each beam) for t. following reaso:;:,.
i. Solar cell and so_,_r cell module intertonnt.ct damage could
result fro_ induced biaxial stresses in substrate due to the
double curvature effects.
Z. ?Lxcess_ve vertical plane beam bending could result with
ti_: substrate forced ir,tu a normal-to-plane acceleration as the
buams relaxed in the iateral plane.
Therefore, beam end fixity will be relaxed. This siaall be no more than
to result in a reasonable tradeoff of lateral beam deflection vs. induced
weight for fixity provisions. A lateral beam deflection of 5 inches shall
be considered for further aaalysis. Aiinear extrapolation of actual
bending moment corresponding to a lateral beam deflection of 5 inches
i_, slightly conservative since the iateral load at mid-span is .01 lbs-in.
uit. rather than .03 lbs-in, ult. (See Figure 5:Z).
i. 1i lbs/in, ult. _,
1
Svnu. .
t "_ ,,Mlra-,...,,Fan )
. .01 lbsfin, ult.
i i L i I
Mi )
43 ibs. uit.
Yctual Load Distribution
(;or re si_ondin$ to 5 in. Deflection
MZ
1.11 lbs/in, ult. l
c!
43.5 lbs. ult.
Los(. Distribution if Diaphragm
De_ection Expression were Linear
Based on the conser,_ative af, proach0 "_ ' 're_ulreca beam bending reaction at
beam ends is extrapo,a,cd- '-' for ihe relaxed fixity conu;t:on" " as,
M(ends) __ (I -- _1-'-3_.7j x 899 :=__-;71 in.-ios. tilt.
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and, _hc recluirct_ d,.grec of ;.r,j_',io.r rotation _at the bean: ends corrca-
ponding to thi_ fixity condition is c.,,cu_.,_cci: by linear.extrapolation as
, _L Lateral Beam
r_ _ D_flection at
Tip .ntercostal --
_ 5 \ f '
-- 13.7 ] l_no fixity )
___,/_ros s-Tie at
uide Sleeves
For _no fixity,
/_%k No Fzxity %--- Deflected Beam
Sym. (Mid-Span)
Beam
-- ) (19 ° ) --6 9 ° __ .9q'_ "--0 " IZ0 radians
• -- 160 __
Then, the required cross-sectional moment of inertia of the tip intercostad
. y Lateral Plai-_ Deflection
i-,_ Y, 38, 5" I ,,_
! @\. _!/----Tip Intercostal
i2_" M
, /
d_'_ _'" Beam)2-15earn ,,
-- i
J M
. i¢/2//////7//71///////Z/a- _.--Tc_,,v_
/
M_
iu calculale_i a:,,
80
!
J
V
nZ v
/ M M --5-
y -- _--I
-- . 1ZO Radians
M°Y
I
E is consid ,',:d /- 75°F -- ._3.3 x 106 (Reference 3)
/-V for 7_ ?5-Tb A/clad
57i _¢ 38.5 4
= OOB9 in.
Z x 10.3 x 106 x .iZO
7075-T6 _lclad was chosen to provide the bending compres-
sion stress capability required.
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5. IZ Analysis of Tiu Ir.tereostal
The tip intercostal is ana!yzcd for induced loads which occur du:ing
the.g g cruise _=aneuver between Earth and Mars (See Section 5. ii).
Temperature io not consldercd to exceed 75°F with the {ip intercostal
shielded from solar radiation by the substrate. The _,duced distributed
loads parallel to the _ beam at the substrate attachr,,cnt are negligible
with the substrat¢ aspect ratio of 5.8. The induced distributed load in
the vertical plane at the substrata attachment is approximately .0061 x
38.5 --.Z41bs. ult., M--.55 x .Z4 --.13 in;- Ibs and therefore
considered neg1:6_ible.
• 625" Did. Lightening
Holes
M ._/_--- Tip h_tercostal
"--_, i _'_ _(/ Angular Rotation
2_
_.r _,'j,/N x Under Load,
outboard (" _k<."-._l " _ - . 1Z Radians
P =43.5 Ibs ult.
M I- 571 ira-lbs, ult.
MZ--43.5 x .85 ==37 in.-ibs, ult.
P _".._ / To i otherbeam [
Substra_e A _ t -_D- ; | t 7075-T6 Alclad
. ,
i I'" l I
_ttac_._sto ____t.___. __.==_ -_zs,,x--
This Flange b, 26 [ "] I
• ITk J ..
[_.L.-[ Il _ Critical Flange
i--'-" i f'-'t"_ _'--_9_ Under Loading
[ -'_.5405 _-- Conditions
Section A-A
The bending stiffness requiren:ent about the y-y axis (ly_y} compatible with
¢-_. lZ radians was calculated in Section 5.11 as .0089 in. 4 The above
Section stiffness matches the requirement with a calculated Iy-y -----. 0088 in 4.
C2
Section A-A is now analyzed for the composite loading condition.
f
C(critical
flange}
P
-- A +
S r_ '
_...-fit..- F
.
• _ MZ l
f
(P • OG i)(.5405) (P'_z)(. 26) (MZ)(.26) (MI)(. 5405)
i + I + i +' i
y-y x-x x-x y-y
S w, 1 (38.5) zI = gk-Y
y-y
571 (38.5) z
8 x 10.3x 106 x .0088
__ i. 17 in.
I,i2(38.5) 2A-Z -- 8 E1
X-X
m
9
37 (38.5)"
8 x I0. 3 x 106 x 1.23 x I0 -3 ---.__5__4in.
45.5
ic -- -056 +
(43.5 x 1.17)(. 5405)
.008_ "
, (43.5 x .54)(.26)l
r
-3 -I"
1.23 _I0
(37)(.26)
-3
1.23 x i0
, (571)(.54o5)
"1- .0058
fc "-- 777 @ 3126 q- 4965 --, 78ZI i-35071
F -- KE
C C
--- 51760 psi ult.
K_I.2 for feet, clamped condition (Reference
--l.Z x 10.5 x 106 --67Z9Z psi
F
c 6729Z
+M.S.--_ -- i -- 1--- .30
I "- 51760 --
C
ii)
The attachment of the tip i:,[ercostal to the beam is not critical with the
combination adhesive, rivet, spotweld attachment provided.
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5. i3 r,a:. _:s of Cross-Tie at Guide Sleeves
The cross-tie between the wrau drum end caps is analyzed for induced
loads which occur durir, g the .2g cruise maneuver bctweer, Earth and
Mars (See Sections 5. ii and if.Z). Gross-tie temi_erature is consid-
ered equal to beam temperature (Z5O°F) since no solar radiation shield-
ing is provided by substrate in this area. f.,-__ Angles
• _
•
Shear /6oo// /_',///-_ I ,4"
Transfer .'7-T-r--,q _ "4-/¢_'---F y-----'tg---------
a._-_ \ /_ ! /i/// 11 //
: \ /' ', I1//
f '\--_ - -_ ----D _"A I v/
Gross Tie _ . " K,-¢ L_4/¢_! _'_-/_" / _----_ _. Plate
. / -
, /- V I _',_.. _ _- Guide Sleeve
_Sym. -._ _"V M2" L Guide Sleeve Support
#_
_M 3 _Beam
The composite loads with file exception of moment M 2, are transferred
from tile guide sleeve to the cross-tie by means of shear and bending in
the shear transfer gussets and bT means of shear in the shear transfer
plate. Shear V 2 is 3. 36 ibs. ult. which is relativeiy small and there-
fore neglected. Analysis is now conducted to determine the degree of
angular beam rotation in the lateral plane due to load transfer between
the beam and cross-tie.
The lateral angular rotation due to fabrication tolerance between the beam
and guide sleeve is calculated as,
--. 0192
---..019Z Radians
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Shuar V i is r_=actcd _,t th' forward edge of the guide sleeve and trans-
furred to the cro:_s-tie _y ,_:;ear and bendin£ in the shear transfer
r_A Ci, r_
_ussuts. Late -_ ;_oven_ t _traint of the guide sleev_ _apport pins
in both directions is consid,: ,i equal at both ends of the pin and there-
fore both shear transfer o'u, ,zts arc loadco equally. T;_e shear in each
gusset is VI/Z -- 21.8 Ibm. It. Since there is no late;,,_ plane compon-
ent, no lateral angular rotz,_ion results.
" Cross Tie
• _ .5
BK R_vets X-- ,_--
Y, ,. 63 - _vl._, A I_ M^ 1 7-
GuideSleeve Y- "2"---'A
Support .
Gussets
V l -- 43.5 Ibs. ult.
ZM A-2(21.8 x 2.63)
-- i14.4 in,lbs, ult.
Moment M 1 is reacted as a coupl, _. between the guide sleeve support pins.
if the transfer _hear plate is elastically stable, then the degree of lateral
an_u, ar rotation of the beam in transferring the moment M 1 to the cross-
tie is a function of th_ cantilevered bending of the shear transfer gussets.
_-_ Shear Transfer Plate
Gross Tie (. 031 AZ31 B-HZ4 Mag)
5 i"_ _kJ_,__ Ill _'_ -- L--Shear Transfer Gussets
• _ _'/.-_.. 4.3, b (.039 AZ 31B-HZ4 Mag)
"_-Beam l , 4. 1"
, )M1 f 1 " i _71_)f if -" = --- 881 psi ult
----KE cqcr
/. 031_ Z
=lZ Vx6 5_io 6 \--4_]qcr " "
K--IZ.7 for clamped edges (Ref. ll)
E --6.5 x 106 psi (room temp) because
c of solar radiation shield-
ing by guide sleeve.
IZ (I --.35_ --- 4011 psi
Therefore the shear transfer plate is elastically shear stable.
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The cantilcvcrcd bcndi_g of the shear transfer gussets due to moment
1_{1 is calculat_:d by resolving the shear transfer gusset into a straight
section.
f_
0
3
Vd
='3El
y-y
• 7 ||
V
: (.v.:_ _ : /STl_
v- z "k_l z " _,4-:)
  O053inyy
039 et
AZ31 B-H24
Magne siam
-- 69.6 Ibs. ult.
E -" 6.3 x 106 psi (Z50°F) because of no solar radiation shielding
69.6 (: 7)3
• -- .0034 in.
3 x 6.3 x 106 x .0053
f_
D
c
]-
I .0053 .0053
y-y
£
A,
D
c
F
cr
F
cr
-- 17-606 psi ult.
tqKEc o
: I.Zx 6.3x i06
K = 1. Z :for clamped, free condition (Ref. 11)
Z
.039 --- 14194 psi(.-:)
Mo So
14194 w
I)-606 -- I=+.13
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Thun the degree of lateral angular rotation in transferring moment M 1
to the cross-tie is calculated as,
.J--/-
• .-¢
.0034" <
.0034
:. 000038
4. I
, Therefore
0 ° I , neglect
Shear in rivets attaching shear transfer gussets,
Rivet shear allowable -- 432 lbs. (Reference 16)
M.s. - _3z - x=+.39
-- 311
%. 4- .
Moment M Z i_ reacted as a couple _,e_wec,, the guide sleeve support pins.
The couple is transferred into the outboard facing of the end cap as shear.
Support Structure
Attach Angle s
' MZ 371
4.1 --_q._ --90.5 lbs. ult.
Shear stress in the doubled area is based on a panel
s k_-] -- \---4--) "_ 595 psi ult.
4" x 4":
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qc r c
K = i0 for simply supported edgesiReference Ii)
¢
-- lO x 6.3 x I0 °
qc r --
---5686 psi.
M.S. _ HIGH
The elastically shear stable face sheet transfers the moment into the support
structure as a couple in the face sheet. The lower couple load is carried in
the face sheet truss A, B, C.
_ Support Structure
iS Yi
P---_ ,_ / _ -- L_..;_._."'l "_" '/" _" " ,--.039 az3_ B-m4
8" C / " _ C
r <jo / \, \
-- =._o lbs. ult. 8 N //i x8 --"\V', \/-
1. 414 P _ (8P)(C) x ,F"
fb -- Area _" ] /_/ . 019 /
C(Section A-A} x-x Section k-A Considered
Effective
I. 414 x 46 , (I. 5 x 46)(.467) _--1049+18309:19358 psi ult
fb -- .06Z "1- -3
C(Section A-A) I. 76 x I0
F
cy
-- 1 5486 psi yield ' i/
19200 i,_i. for AZ31ia-H-4 Magnesiui_, _it 250°F (Reference 3)
192000
ivi. S., = 15466 -- I=+.24
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The degree of lateral angular bean-, cotation is calculated as,
The lateral beam rot:dion is expressed as a functio o[ cross-tie deflection
between end c,i'2s as,
k,loads /
&.._
| plane ] I
loads ]_l
/i(2 x  _63
4. i/_t_
I Ix_x
For the tube section shown and t =.040 ZOZ4-T3
33.5 tl 6
2 x 10.2 x 106
6 x 4.1 571
.0139 .0139
Cross-Tie
Cross-Section
/%/ TBbing
.095 Radians
r
The loads for strength analysis are summarized as,
L_teral Plane :
V, = 43.5 lbs. ult.
[
M I = 571 in-lbs, ult.
'" 0_
M = vl " (M:)
Vertical Plane :
ZM A
v
114.4 i_-ibs, ult.
V I
43.5ibs. ult.
!
M I ZV x Z.63 =Zx69.6xZ.63
MI! --
V 1 x d _(z M A -t- M')
= 366 in.-lbs, ult.
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M l r V 1
-- -_ Area _ V1f_lateral I Iy_y
_lane /
571 x .48 43.5
- .0i_9 ff .1206 -]- 43.5
571 x 33. _"
x 9.5 x I06 x .0159
x
f = 19718 _ 361-{-9ii = 20990 psi ult.
ate ral)
lane /
Z M.r V
1 M'. r
[" Area _" I "[- V1
X-X
A
fb = I
Zvertical_ x-x
kpla oJ
114. 4 x .48 .
= .0i39 -_- 361 -_- 366 x 48
.0139 -I-43"5
i (M'+ZMA) r
xg.5xlO°x.
fb = 395i+361+12639+767 =17718 psiult.
/vertieal_
kplane /
The resultant stress, fb =h 177i8)2-_" (20990)
l
Fcr ) F t = 38gZ0 psi (Reference 3) at 250°F
Y
= 27460 psi. ult.
or 21968 psi yield.
38220
M.S.=__ - i=...7__4
' _AO
5. 14 Comnrcssion of Bca:._. on W.rap Drum
The critical condition occurs locally on the wrap drum in the area at which
the bea:;, is transformed from a full cross-sect_on to the wrapped, flattened
shape. Since the beam is flati:ened at the inboard _:_+dprior to assembly to
the wrap drum, the local radia+ forces exerted on ;he wrap drum have been
lessened. The critical condition occurs during retraction prior to retro-
rocket firing. Beam and wrap drum temperatures are considered at 150°F.
The torque which induces the radial force is calculated, using anadysis
given in Section ii. i, a_s.uming beam sheet thickness is .0065 in.
M(beam) _" T°r'qUe(retract) -- T°rque(system Friction}
14Z
- Z -- 50.5 -- Z0.5 in.-Ibs, limit or yield
Beam L--_%
2
_-- j,
G e Sleeve
Support
M
• - 4
! bi
.i +e:
A-A Considered
Effective in Bendin_ ,
i ._) = .67 x 4/ (" 5 x'4 = 3.8 ibs/in, yieldI:5x
f Radial load = 3.8 (.5 x 4) = 7.6 ibs yield
It can be shown by integration that a concentrated radial force equal to the.
integrated lo._d distribution may be applied at the point of peak radial load
distribution, resulting in an equivalent maximum radial bending moment
in the wrap drum.
3.8 Ibslin.
2.5
1.0
Momen$ Distrioution \J r. ,. ,._LjL",L/
4
Integration off
Moment Distribution
Radial Load
Distribution
A-A_" (3.8 7-. 5 I)C-,R
7.3C.R
Using page .0_.06.08 of Reference 15, the radial moment in Section A-Ais
calculated conservatively assuming the frame as a rigid ring,
MA_A -- 7.3 C • R = 7.3 x .24 x 5.81 = 10. Z in.-Ibs yield
._
A-A)
M x .5848 lO.Z x .5848
-3 = -3' = ZZ09 psi yield
Z.7 x i0 Z.7 x 10
F t : 24940 psi. (Reference 3)
Y
M.S. _ HIGH
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5.15 Bendin[ in Lower Plate of End Cap
The b_am radial restraint rollers transfer a normal load to the lower plate
which cannot be reacted as hoop ten_;, a :n this area due to the flatness of
the sheet. Temp,:rature is considered _qualto beam temperature (250°F).
, _ _/_ Curved Sheet Reacts
//fi---_:__._.a.. "_ Radial Forces as Hoop
/_____,,___ _ Tension in this Area
of End Ca -r-- [)______.___--------f._._r, _! \ Z I ! Area in Question
• .039- _ _.-5- ---_ _]
AZ3IB-HZ4 F"b-- 11" --_" _
B
--.  i--t ½--
roller___ _ _ p _,
/ _---- Titanium Spring
_'- Roller
o o o
o-c. o
O o O
B
4t5!2
t, 1.0_9
AZ31 B-HZ4
_ Deflected Lower
Plat_,
/ tL..,,-- i:>
The bending deflection, _ , of the lower plate is a function of bending
stiffness at Sections A-A and B-B.
(Px No. of rollers forces x 4.6)
qiB-B) = I
B-B
fb(g-B) = 6. Z7 x lO "6 = Z7870 psi ult.
f
V(B-B)y
27870
1.25 x 1.5
_e SQ
:F
cy
_(B-B)y
Q 14864 psi yield effective
19440
z = i,i864 z = 4-.3.._L
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3 x IO 6 _- "
• 2 x 6.3 x lO 6 x Z.47 x 10 -5
= Z.i nu ( i x 4x 5.2) -5 =Z'l nu-35 = Z-45in; _
Z x 6.3 x I0 x Z.47 x 10
The above deflection is hypothetical because the spring rate of the titanium
spring is not constant, thereby relieving the radial force as the lower plate
deflects. However, the result is to transfer the radial force to the out-
board edge of the roller.
Rolle
r-_ '_ Outboard Edge
Spring , FJ";-_/_d!
['Z,
Lower
Plate
Stowed Beam
Radial Force Distribution
with No Lower Plate Deflection
Radial Force Distribution
with Lower Plate Deflection
Since the stowed beam is restrained against rotation by the guide sleeve
and at the attachment to wrap drum, it does not appear that the beam would
rotate. The radial force would be transmitted by a smaller cross-section
of the spring and therefore resuit in less stowed beam radial force restraint.
It is suggested that the problem be eliminated with a corner bracket as shown.
A
Lov:er Plate_---_ _ 2_
of End Gap [_
Corner
Bracket
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5.16 Vertical Plane Beam Bendin_
This analysis is conducted to de_ermine the amount of beam tip deflec-
tion during cruise maneuver between Earth and Mars. The extended
array is subjected to a .Zg steady-state acceierat_n normal-to-substrate.
Beam temperature is considered at 250°F. A_nal'f,is is slightly conserva-
tive by neglectin_ ,_noment ar_',_shortening effects (_kL) as the beam
deflects. Thermal deflection is not considered in this analysis which will
reduce the calculated load deflection.
Reducing "l
Deflection 1
Due to
Thermal
Gradient
Wg
o
_--/k L Radiation |
(Wg)(L)4
- 8El
(Reference Z, page i00, case 3)
(.058 x .Z) (223) 4
8 x 14.5 x 106 x .01459
= 17in.
- _ 95
. •
5.17 Thern_al Stress at Substra_e Edse Attachment
For the adhesive bonded edge, the maximum temperature gradient will
occur in Earth vicinity when the i,redicted substrate temperature
T F -- 129°F and the tita;._um edge T T ---- 310°F (See Section 7.0}.
The relativ,: displacemen t induced by the thermal difference is,
_k t --OCT {T T -- 75) -- _ F (TF -- 75)
when F = coefficient of thermal expansion of fiberglass
= 6.7 x 10-61°F
_ T ---- coefficient of thermal expansion of titanium
O_ T = 5. Z x 10-6/°F
/kj[= 135x 5. Z x I0 -6 _ 54x6.7x 10 "6
-6
= (70Z -- 36Z) x i0
--- 0. 340 x 10-3inJin.
The thermal shear stress in the joint is
f = G x Strain .
S a
= where G
a
= Shear modulus of adhesive = 0.5 x 10 6
f = 0.5 x 106 x 0.34 x 10 -3 = 170 psi
s
The allowable shear strength for the adhesive is g000 psi at Z00°F.
psi
2000 -- I _ HIGH
M.S. -- 170
• 9&
For the aluminum connector edge attaclament, maximum thermal gradi-
ents are predicted in Earti_ vlcir,_ty wi_ere substrate temperature
T F = 129°F, aluminum connc, zor TA= 140°F, and the titanium edge
T_. = gl0°F (See Section 7.0}.
The relative displacement :n t_,; fiberglass to aluminum joint is
A 2F_A =.OL2A (T A -- 75) -- O£2F {T F -- 75)
where _d A = coefficient of linear thermal expansion
of aluminum
CA = i?-.5 x 10 -6 1 ° F
/_F-A = 65xlZ. 5 xl0 -6 -- 54x6.7 x I0 -6
= (81Z -- 36Z)x 10 -°
i -3/_ F-A -- 0.45 x I0 in/in.
The shear stress developed in the joint is
f
S = G F x Strain (G F = 0.6 x 106 )
= 0.6 x 106 x .45 x 10 -3
f = 270 psi
S
O
Assuming no clearance between the edge of the connector and the fiberglass
slot, 0.6 t
F
fbr = f " A
fbr
--- g70 605 x 'O_-.*-]
= 3Z, 400 psi
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Based on the edge attachmenz tests of Section I1.3, the bearing strength
of the sub_trate at Z00°F is Fbr = 7-8,000 psi. Therefore, the substrata
•,'ill shear at tl{e edge of the connector untl. _he thermal stress is relieved.
After the slot length has adjusted to the bee," _ loads, the edge attachment
will continue to carry load and have the sam_ strength as reported in
Section II.3.
The relative displacement in the aluminum to titanium joint is
= 65 x 13.5 x I0 "6 -- 155 x 5. Z x 10 -6
= (81z - 7o3)
/% i -- 109 x 10 -3
A-T -- "
-6
x I0
The shear strength developed is,
fs = G A x Strain
f
s
G A
= 4.0 x I06
4.0 x 106 0 -3
= x .109x I
= 436 psi
£
or
fbr
= 436 psi
-- 436 _ 0.6 x .006
- .005 x 006 •
= 52,300 psi
For Fbr = 25,000 psi, th<- aluminum connector will de_qect at the edge until
the thermal stresses are relieved, then continue to carry load as reported
in Section l I. 3.
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The design provides a clearance of .005 at each slot, which is suffi-
cient to allow for the relative ,:_or, gation predicted. Ti-,e analysis above
is conservative in assun_t_g that no clearance ex.i,,_s, which ma.y occur
at random locations in the assembly.
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6.0 STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
6. 1 Substrate -- Stowed Posi::_m
_Sumrnar y
The following aualysis is for a rac_ial "Breathing Mode" with substrate spacer
strips at 4 in. apart. The response of the stowed array to specification inputs
was calculated for the fundamental :,-node in a non-linear Rayleigh analysis.
The array was treated as a multi-layer cylindrical membrane, the outer layer
being critical. Membrane support flexibility (the separating strips} was con-
sidered. The calculated fundamental frequency is 2-85 cps, the maximum
deflection is 0.009 in. the maximum slope between support strips is 0.4 ° and
the maximum curvature between support strips is 0.3°/inch. It is noted
that the calculated maximum curvature is well within the aIlowable maximum
value per specification, 1,0°/inch.
htroduction
Ix', a Rayleig._ analysis, the fundamental natural frequency which meets the
boundary conditions is calculated by assuming a fundamental mode shape and
computing the maximum potential and kinetic energies of the system based
on the assumed mode.shape. The maximum potential energy is equaled to the
maximum kinetic energy, which contains this unknown frequency term (this
equality is equivalent 'to specifying conservation of mechanical energy} and
the equation of KE - PE is solved for this frequency. One of the
max max
main features of the method is its relative insensitivity to modal inaccuracy;
At is also fairly easy to apply.
However, in a membrane that is statically unstressed, the edge tension
forces, the restoring forces, are no___t proportionaI to the out-of-plane deflec-
tion of the membrane, tt is a characteristic of the general non-linear
system that frequency is dispiacement dependent and such was the case
found herein. The displacement was worked out from the specification
input (which itself is stel,wise frequency dependent}, and from a vaiue of
transmissibility based on an assumed value of 0.04 for the damping coef-
ficient of the fiberglass stowed array. i
The maximum dispiaceme:zt, slope and curvature calculated herein must
be considered as roughly approximate since they are based on the assumed
fundamental mode only. Higher ,nodes° as _el] as an accurate funda-
mental mode, are requ/red for good response information. Such exacting
work, especially cunsidering the non-linear nature of this problem, is
beyond the scope of the present :rcatment.
One Bay
(Static
Drum
I I
"I I' i i' i I
Supporting Strip
Dimen skin) __ b '
Supporting
"rings" (Strips)
The wrapped array is viewed as a multi-layered, membrane, capable of
developing tensile loads only. The outer layer is critical since it has
the minimum static curvature. A typical bay is treated; a bay being
between adjacent supporting strips. Simple supports at the center of the
supporting strips ar_: assumed (thus the supports are considered as rings),
and the rings are initially assumed rigid. Later we consider their radial
flexibility.
Assumed Fundamental Mode Shape,
z
V
/(____] _ / Y(Dynamic PositiOn)z
k / .-- _'-_-'---- Sketch B
Sketch A _._ L_
I
Sketch C I01
We used, for simplicity, cyhndricaI coordinates to describe the position
of a point on the membrane surface, i.e. PeP (r, _9, x}. See Sketch A.
Now r = R+ AR where R is the static radius of the membrane and
/k R is the change in R durin_ motion. It is this /k R in which we are
primarily interested and we g_ve its amplitude, t.e. ( /_ I% ), the
m ax
symbol u , for brevity.
Referring to Sketch B, the fundamental mode shape in the x direction is
assumed to be,
u = q sin -_x_
b
Note that u=0 at x = 0 and b (the support rings are initially assumed rigid)
and u = "_ at x = b
Z
Referring to Sketch C, the fundamental mode shape in the (_ direction
b
(around the central circumference of the membrane, i.e. at x= _)is
assumed to be
V = U COS
0
3"_
at _ = 0, "_ = 0 at (9 = and at (9 = ZNote that "_ = u ° _-
andr_ = --u at _ ='_" , which seem reasonable.
O
as the maximum dynamic radial deformation.
u ° may be regarded
The complete assumed mode shape is thus,
u = u cos O sin "_'x
o b
Kinetic Ener_x
1 .Z
has kinetic energy dKE = d whereAn element of mass d m _ r m
r = R'F /% R, A R is assumed harmonic with time and is of amplitude u,
it_t
i.e. r = R + ue , where t._ is the circular frequency of the motion
loz
(rad/sec). Thus r = ul_oe i_ot I 1 "_-iU__/NR or r = rma x =_'y .
Thus the differential of KE
this point on) is dKE = _
(we are going to call KE
max
2
u d #
m
just KE from
We have d = rRd e.
rn
area ( units lb-secZ-in -3
-)
dx where r = mass/in" of membrane surface
), R d _ = width of the membrane element in
the 6) direction (actually the width is rd_9 = (R+ u) d e _ Rde for
u < R, which is assumed, and dx = width of the membrane element in
x direction. Thus,
1 2 2
dKlg -- -- ¢J u rRd 6 dx
2
or upon substitution o£ u --
"_X
u COS e sin
o b '
l z Z z Z "_'x
dKE -- _- (.o rRu O cos 69' sin de.dx
1 2 2
let K -- 2 /'_ d_ Ru for brevity. Then
o
KE----E
_ SzqV zCOS
do o
2
sin b
dOax
Integration give s KE-- 2
So KE- "_4 ("02 d_Rbu 2o
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Potential Energy
The potential energy of a membrane, in xy coordinates (Reference 18,
page 431), is ,
vz =  kag ) + W dx. dr
where r is displacement of any point of the membrane normal to this xy
plane during vibration, and S is the uniform tension per unit length of the
boundaa'y (S is assumed large enough so that it remains constant during
deformation).
In the present case, we have a few changes:
,
Z.
3.
Instead of dy, we have RdO
Instead of r, we have u
Instead of S being uniform, we have S varying with x,
aad also S is not constant, but raises from zero (where
r is maximum} to some maximum value (where _ is
zero). We take S at its maximum value since PE
max
(which we call just PE) is of primary interest. Also
we have a tangctial tension $6} per unit length, and a
lateral tension S x per unit length. They are related
by Sx = /-_ 8{9 where _ = Poisson's ratio. Both Sx
and S_ are functions of x, but are constant with _.
and S under the integral sign, making the indicated changesPutting Sx
of variables and intorducting the limits of integration in the Timoshenko
equation,
S (x) • dx-Rd_+ Zz 0 0 G
ii ib 2
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or, upon rearranging,
0 0 0
dxdO
In order to evaluate these integrals, we need to determine S O (x). This
work follows. The arc length (circumference) of a ring-like element of
width dx in a deflected position is
"fix= f 2 _/r 2 dr 2 . ao
0
(Reference 19, page 53).
We have, as discussed previously,
r =R+u
Z
or r -- 2 ... R 2R 2 -1- 2Ru "1u u -- -I- ZRu for u <R
and dr -- R -b--
dO dE)
or
= + 2R kd-Ol + _ + ZR
so du= 2R 2 +ZRu + ZR d--O .dO
-- n ___Z'[[" / u I du
= d 2 _ ,_ l+_+_ • _-_
do
. Rd
for small (d_)
du
for small u and- d_
o L.
Rd_
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The ch_n_e *narc *en_thA f= _-1 _r0 Rde is
#A
- " " £_e_wo..,=The strain _ 2"T_'l_ and the stress_- -- t
of membrane. A/so _ = JE where E ---- modulus of elasticity of
the membrane material.
s(9 . 2 ."_'R
a_d s e (_) __2 t z
- 4 "Wa 2 2 +( du0 de
For the particular case, letting
z _C'x
--- _ U
o b
-2rE
_/_ --" O_ for brevity
4flTR z
2
r-- 2 ad- U sin
0
so (_) =0 C 2 z z _x zcos e sin -- + u
o b o
I
sin 2 t 2_r f----'--_(cos 2 _ + sin 2 e)de
0
z _
.b
sin z Z ff_._h
e sin b de/
2 tE 2 2 "_x
= _/_- _-_ u sino b
letting # --
2 °
tE
2 sin 2(_) = S- uo "W" x/b
106
i :' W
substitution in the P.E equation gives
pE __ /uP. iZ_" Ib Z
--7- 0 0 _ %
Z
sin dY_ 7 dxd
I 1 u
+ _ uO uu o
= Z_-- _ Uo z
Z "rr'x
sin b
Z "a'x
sin --
b
u cos ecos
o
dxd_
+ z_ _ uo jo 0
Z %Tx
sin
b
-- u sin_) sin _x )Z
o b
dxd O
• "T["z 4
= Z b z _ Uo
Z
C08
N
qt"x Z qT'x _,_._
-'S- cos "G-- dO
1 4
+ z-k-- 1_ Uo sin 6) in
0
b
17" _ u 4PE =T6- o
w
Substitutions _ ---- "_ Z__ t_EE
Z KZ
PE =_/__Z " i_Z
4
tEu
o
bR
"12+#_
dE)
Fr equ,ency Equation
Equating KE to PE,
m z7T
4
Z %/Z
_" B.b u -- --o Z
4
tEu
O
bR +TC
i.
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2 u -- _ Z
°r - 7EZ- 2 -2- 3
Note that CO is proportional to
of the tensile for_ __ S_ vs. u
o
u p
o
a characteri.tic of the non-linear nature
Z
We next make a correction for CO associated with the deflection of the
supporting strips. We reason ,,s follows:
F Undeflected Positon•
a free-free configuration for the moment,
value of
mated by
For a strip of width Rd e and
length b with center deflection
TCx
u-u cos _ sin -- , we assume
b
Y
so that, for an extremely low
K (soft support strips), the spring deflection would be approxi-
u spring -- 0.6ZZY and the change in potential energy is
z I 0 z z
/kPE =_ IK u springs =_-K (.6ZZUo cos e, =.1934KUo cos
This /_ InE is for a strip of width Rd e for the entire supporting ring.
Z Ii c°szPE = .1934 K u° (9 de
2
/_ PE = .i934 "Jr K u (for small K)
O
For large K (hard supporting strips), the spring deflection is zero and the
/_ PE is zero. We bracket our results between the two extremes of
/_ PE , /kKE is assumed zero.
Z
The change in_ is given by equatingiPE to KE:
Z Z
"C[ /_(C_O) g "_Rbu = 1934 *_C Z u4 o " o
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K for small Kor z = .7v36
-- 0 for '- K
-- A.a rgo
Sprin$ Gon_tant K
Two load-de/icction points are available for the support strips:
|I
1
1) 0.7 psi pressure causes a 3--2" deflection
l ||
Z) 2.5 psi pressure causes a q-_ deflection
The relationship {I) is the critical one since it gives the lower value of K.$11
The strips are l"wide and _ thick
For a strip Rd{9 wide and l"long, dE -- 0.7R d _ (i) -- 22-.4 Rd8
?2
For the entire support strip, K = 22.4 (2) "[['R = 140.7R
Re si)onse Characteristic
We now. investigate i&t o as a function of c._ from an input-output
viewpoint. The critical input acceleration spectrum (sinusoidal) per
specification is :
1.6g rms,
4.0 g rms,
2-20 cps
2-200 cps
m
2
For a sinusoidal function, maximum (peak)amplitude="_- valuerms
also circular frequency _O (rad/sec) = Z'_ • frequency f (cps).
Thus the input acceleration spectrum is:
2.26 g peak, 12.56 -- 125.6
5.66 g i_eak, 125.6 -- 1256
rad/sec
rad/sec
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iW
• Z
We have _h"o = C,O _qo for harmonic motion, where _qo = peak input
amplitude {inches) and qo = peak input acceleration {in/secZ}.--
Z
c.,)q Y qa
mo t l
qo -- or qo - Z
In g units
C _ 0.04 for the sub-We also assume a damping ratio = C-_-
fiberglass
strate with cemented cells attached. Further, we assume that the single
_..:&cce of freedom equation for the transmissibility at resonance applieS, i,e.
.j,
.o....° and l}
Substitution of _ = .04 gives TR = IZ. 54 at resonance.
Thus, the response displacement u° is
IZ. 54 x 386.04 h"° "/o
u° --- (_O Z = 4841
(Response}
e#
where qo is the maximum input accelerationin q's
For iZ.56 <c_ <___LZS. 6, qo = Z. Z6 g's peak, and
10940
U -- (Response}
o t._Z
For lZ5.6 <¢._
U
0
__<IZ56, qo = 5.66 g's peak and
27400
t_)Z (Response
i
!::J
B
i.e. Uo= ,-_--_, where B = 10,940; Z7,400 (two values) with units in Sec -2.
%,.,I,1
From which ilZ9.6 rad/sec which is inconsistent with the assumption that
iZ.56 <__ c_) <__ 125.6.rad/sec. Ii0
For i25.6 --_" _ <-- i256 (B = Z7,400) ratioing according to the square
root of the B's,
_/Z7,400 = 1787.7 ;ad/sec
c._ = 1129.6 10,940
This value is still outside the range of B validity, but is fairly close to it.
We assume B--27,400 in sec -Z is valid. Thus
f = _ 1787.7 = Z85 cps
z'R" - zTr
This is the fundamental membrane frequency.
Response Values
The maximum deflection (response)is:
]3 27 400
= __ = ' - = .0085735 in., Say 0.009 in.
Uo (._Z (1787..7)Z
The maximum slope in the x direction comes from
"Vxdu _ u cos e _ cos
_ -- o b
du _ "[["
-.(_) -- b Uo -- 4.0 .0085735 = .0067336 rad
max
= .38581° , say 0.4
Technical Evaluation of the Fundamental Membrane Frequency'.
B
Substitution of u =
o c.oZ
in the frequency equation gives
111
The value of _ obtained from thi_ equation is uncorrected for support
ft exibil it y.
We now put in numbers:
B
b --
R --
t
E =
=
=
k =
-Z
I0,940; Z7,400 in.see
4.00 in.
6.80 in.(To _ .of outer layer)
0. 006 in.
3.0 x 106 #/in.Z (Fiberglass)
.300 for cells +.056 for substrate
.00Z47Z #/in. Z -- 6.403 x 10 -6
0. I (Poisson's ratio for fiberglass)
140.7 R
= . 356 #/ft z
2_ -3
# sec - in. (mass/in 2)
/in. (k is the spring constant of the supporting strips.
Itis so high as to be of negligible effect).
Thus, for 12.56 _____ <__
4
(_
Z
= ()0,940 _ i.414z
\4- 6.80 ] ° 8
125.6 tad/see (B = 10,940)
E.006" 3.0"106 f4.00_ 26.403- I0 -D k67-_/ +0.1 • 9.869
= 162.80 ,i0 IZ
The maximum curvature in the x direction is derived from
-_ -- U 0 COS Oo 2b
= T__! _ m
o bbz u _
= .78539 • .38581 = .30°/in.
i_!!iI
IIZ
i6, Z Substrate -- D/p!0yed Position
Summa ry
Bending Fr equencie./_
ist l_¢nding
Znd Bending
3rd Bending
0.60 cps
3.78 cps
10.57 cps
Torsional Frequencies
I st Torsion
Znd Torsion
3rd Torsion
I0. Z4 cps
17.06 cps
Z3.89 cps
It is noted that the required minimum fundamental bending frequency of
0.5 cps has been exce'eded. Analysis was conducted for room temperature
conditions. A reduced modulus of elasticity at cruise maneuver tempera--
ture (Z50°F)will reduce the above frequencies by 3%. The actual beam
length is ZZ3 inches rather than Zl6 inches which results in a further
reduction of 6%. This reduces the first bending fn to 0.55 cps.
Ja_troduction
Structural changes in the array require recalculation of the bending and
torsional natural frequencies relative to those used in the preliminary
report. The primary goal was to determine whether this specified
fundamental bending frequency of 0.5 cps was exceeded or if further
rede sign was. required.
Changes made, relative to the preliminary design array structure were:
.
Zo
Ti_e titanium tubes were reduced in width at the root
(the depth remains the same).
The titanium tube constant section extending from 100
inches outboard of the root to the tip (g16 inches out-
board of the root) is narrower but deeper.
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3,
,
Doubler strips have been added to the titanimn tubes on
the top and on the bottom, further increasing the bending
stiffness.
II_.proved information regarding weights of aubstrate and
ceils.
The re-analysis contained herein follows closely that made originally.
TI_e general method is the same. Allowance for taper effects and new
numbers are the only substantial changes.
Stiffness El and GJ
Root Section
Arc length and enclosed area of titanium tube
t :. 006
_ l'' "
1.70
i
3.3Z =-
.050
(.78Z,. 396)
7-
"i _'2
x
J---- 60 ° 19. 'O
1.46--.,
The basic dime::sions for the quarter section, less flats, were obtained
from a large scale plot of the quarter section calculated as the sum of
two circular arcs is:
I
S _--- S I + S z = .9477 +.8Z13-- 1.7690 inches (Root, less
flats)
The enclosed area of the quarter section, (i.e. the area bounded by the
x axis, the y axis and the contour arc) calculated as the sum of areas
of circular sectors, triangles and trapezoids, is:
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A 1
4
= O. 6401 inZ(Root)
Thus, for the entire tube _ tion (one tube}, the ..re length and enclosed
area are'-
S = 4 x 1.7690 =
A = 4 x0.640I =
7. 076 in (omits flats} 1
2. 560 in 2 J Root
i ...........
For comparison purposes, the original values were:
2
S ----7. 518 in. and A-Z.688 in
Bendin_ Stiffness HI (Root)
The moment of inertia I
xl
4
of the quarter section is calculated as the
sum of moments of inertia of the two arc portions about the x axis, one
of radius r = 0.900 in. and the other of radius r=0.780 in. The form-
ulas used in calculating I1 were taken from Roark's Formulas for
4
Stress and Strain, ist Edition, page 64, and are identical to those used
in the original analysis.
They are repeated here:
Y
• ,, ,,_
'1
t' _i-1
1
I1.1=[ r3t (e-_- sinScose-
Zsin 2 {9
a = r (I si%0 )
additionally, by the arc's transfer
theorem, for the upper arc:
-Z
If-- II-I + S1 . t y
and for the lower arc
Z
Ix = II + S z t. aZ -I
Then I = I -b I
x I x 1 xz
ills
Putting in nun_erical values for r and
Ixl = 0.4725 t +0.0Z70 t = 0.4995 t
4
At the root there are two 0.3 wide doubler strips of thiCkness t, one at
the top and the other at the bottom of the section so the section moment
of inertia, for thickness t=0.006 in., is:
I 4 _It + Z • .300t • (.850} z = Z. 4315t
4
= 2-.4315 • •006 = 0. 01459 in 4 (one tube)
The modulus of elasticity E for 6AL4V Titanium Alloy, used for the tubes,
is: (Reference 3)
E = 16.4 • 106 #/in.g
and for the two tubes, the total EI is:
EI=16.4 - 106 (2. 0.01459) = 4.786 • 105 @in,z (Array Root)
For comparison purposes, this original value was 3.962 " _05 @in.z
Torsional Stiffness
For one tube
GJ(Root)
Z
4Ao 4AZt 4(2.560) 2 • 0.006 4
J = dd'P--_ -- S 7,076 = 0. OZZZ3 in.
The shear modulus G for the tube material is: G=6. Z • 10 6 #/in. z
l
and for the two tubes, the GJ is: GJ = 6.2 • 106 • 2 • 0.0ZZZ3 = Z. 757 * 105 #/in,z
(Root, uncorrected for differential bending stiffness)
5
For comparison purposes, the original value was Z.870 • I0
I16
- !
Tip Section
.605
Arc length and enclosed area of titanium tube,
(.604..s50}
F t :-.006 Y .605
!0 o
m t _ X
-1 'L_
Flat Flat 1. Z
--84 ° 53.3'
The basic dimensions for the quarter section, less flats, again were
obtained from a large scale plot of the quarter section. The arc
length of the quarter section, calculated again as the sum of two
circular arcs, is:
Sl = Sl + 5Z = .896Z +.896Z = 1.7974 (Tip, less fiats)
4
The enclosed area of th_ quarter section, i.e. they are bounded by the
9
x axis, the y axis, and the contour arc, calculated as the sum of areas
of sectors and trapezoids, similar to the procedure used for the root
section, is:
2
A 1 = 0. 6656 in (Tip)
Thus,
area are:
$ = 4 , 1.79Z4= 7. 170 in.
A = 4 - 0. 6656 = Z. 66Z in.
for the entire tube section (one tube), the arc length and enclosed
Z (omits flats)_ Tip
For comparison purposes, the roo_.___tvalues herin are S = 7. 076 in. and
Z
A= 2. 560 in.. The original values (constant over this span) were
Z
S ----7. 518 in.and A :" _. 688 in..
i17
Bending Stiffness El (Tip)
Following the procedure used before for the root section, but with
r = 0. 605 and e = 84 ° 53.3', for both upper ,,;_dlower arcs of the
tip quarter section, the I for one tube, less flats a,,,Jspotwelded strip is:
I =
x
• 4
0. 01956 In, (tip)
The I for one tube including flat'_"_and the spotwelded strips is calculated
in the following table:
Item A
Basic Tube .04320
(A--7. 170 x .006=. 0432)
Flats
(A=4 x .20 x .006=. 0048)
.00480
0
0
0
0
Strip
(A=. 30 x . 006=. 0018)
Total:
........ .,4
•00180
•04980
1.103
.001985
• 001985
.00219
.00219
-- .001985 03986
Y = .04980 - "
Ay = •001985 x .03986 = .00008
I
O
R
• 01956
i |
.01956
.00219
-.00008
.0Z167
I = 0.02167 in.4
x
For the two tubes, the total EI is:
El = 16.4 x 106 (Z x 0.0g167)=7.108 x 105 #in.z (Array, tip)
For comparison purposes, the root value herein in E1 4. 786 x 105 #in. z and
the original value (constant over this span) was 3.96Z x 105 #in. z.
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Torsional Stiffness GJ (Tip) -- for one tube:
Z
4 A ° 4 AZt 4 (Z. 66Z) 2 x . 606
J= (_ds -- S - 7.170
0-z-
• 4
- 0. 02372 ha.
and for two tubes, the GJ is:
GJ=6. Z x 106 (Z x 0. 02372) = Z. 941 x i0 5 #in,Z (Tip,
uncorrected for differential bending stiffness).
For comparison purposes, the root value herein is:
GJ=Z. 757 x 105 #in.Z and the original value (constant over the
span) was GJ Z.870 x 105
Z
= #in..
Correction of GJ for Differential Bending
Due to a unit torque, T, applied to the array at the tip, the twist (9 T
(radians) at the tip, is the torsion-in-the-tubes alone system (which
we call the torque box system) is:
10(_5T = T G'-J
where x is measured outboard from the root. Note that the presence of the
intercostal at the tip of the array ensures transmitting both torsion and dif-
ferential bending loads {moments) to the tubes. The GJ distribution is as
follow s :
Z. 757
x I05
GJ
i
Root
i00
Zlo
L
Z. 941 10 5 (GJ) k
X
I_9
I
For 0 _ x _ p, the cross section dimensions of the tubes are assumed
to vary linearly, i.e. the effectiv,_ radius of the torque box= a _ bx.
Noting that GJ is propostional to Ao 2 / --[- where A is proportional to
Z ._ o 4
r and ,,ds to r (t is constant), it is concluded that GJvaries as r [
3 3
r = r . Thus we set GJ = (a -i- bx) and solve for a and b:
10 5 0)3 3At x= 0, Z.757 x = (a+b x = a
or a = 65. 085
At x = 100, 2.941 x 10 5=(65.085_- b x 100} 3
from which b = 0. 01417
)3 #in.2 0 <Thus, GJ =(65.085 + 0.01417 x __ x -- I00
2.941 x 105 #in.Z i00 <___ x ____216
Returning to the twist equation given previously, with T= 1 in. |
= +
GJ
P
P - L--= (a -b bx) 3 dx + ..IGJI k
P
0
ore= 1
T Zb(- + bx) z-
P
+
L
Putting in numbers for a, b, p, L and (GJ)k ,
_T = 0.0003512 + 0.0003944 = 0.0007456 rad.
Due to a unit-torque T applied to the array at the tip, the twist
(radians) at the tip, in the differential bending system, is:
l
@B c
'_ ___ where/ -- Yx L
compared to c.C = 41.60 t(for small ) .7
Also _ __ M
View looking Inboard from tip. d Z _I
X
I
Where M--P (L -- x) and P- Tip load -- _-
at the tip.
and is small
for 1 in. # of torque applied
3
For 0"< x _ p, EIvaries as r , t being constant, as was found to
be the case with GJ. Thus, again, but with different a & b, EI=
bx) 3 d . Z(a -F ,with El =4.786 x iv 5 # in. at x : 0 and 7.108 x 105
Z
# in. at x -" I00, a : 78. ZZI and b: 0. l10Z4. The values are for
the entire array (two tubes).
Thus, 0Z_)5 ZEl = (78. Z76 + .111 # In. , 0 _ x --___100
7.10Sxl05 #in.z I00__< x __<zI6
Numerical integration of
d Z
- -El
X
(Two Integrations)
from 0 __< x <___I00 for unit P gives Yx =100
y = 0.61956 in,at x -- 100
and dy = 0.0091698 inJin.at x = I00
dx
For the constant part of the array (I00 _ x
beam theory, still with unit P,
Zky= i _" (L- p)
= 0. 61956 and
Z16), from cantilever
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m
i(ii6) 3
3 x 7. 1081 x iO 5
+ 0.0091698 x i16
= 1.79568
and for unit P, _ = Yx L
= 0.6i956
For p =I__
C ¸
(unit torque at tip),
+ 1.79568 = 2.4152 in.(at tip).
and EI for one tube only,
Z x Z.4152
= 41.60 = 0.116115 in.
Z__ Z x .116115
_B = = = 0.0055825 tad.c 41.60
Thus, the ratio oftwist angles for the same loadings, is:
_T 0. 0007456
= = 0.13356
OB 0.0055825
i.e., the differential bending system is 13.356 % as stiff as the torque
box system. The total torsional stiffness of the array is thus 1.13356
times the torsional stiffness of the torque box system alone. For
comparison purposes, the orginal correction factor was 1.04865. Thus,
)3 . ZGJ = 1. 3356 (65. 085 + 0. 01417 x # in. , 0 _ x _ 100 in.
= 3. 334 x 105 #in.2 100 __< x _ 216 in.
(at x = 0, GJ= 3.125 x 105 # in. z )
The bending stiffness oi the array is given again here, for convenience
El = (78.221 + .Ii024x) 3 0 __ x ___ I00 in.
= 7. 108 x 105 # in a i00 _ x < 216 in.
(at x = O, El = 4.786 x 105# in. z )
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iEffective .EI and GJ
For simplicity of the frequency analysis, we assume single effective
(average) EIa;_d GJ values, constant over the entire sl),,n. Let y =
either EI or GJ. Either can be expressed as _ (a %bx} 3, where_ is
the correction'constant (I.13356 for GJ and 1.0 for l_-I}. We assume
y to be the arithmetic avarage value of y over the span, i.e.
y,--_Z (a+ bx) 3 Y
--_ 7-- k
.._ '
0 P L
X
IL Ipydx= _ (a+bx} 3 dx -_-k (L-- p)o o
Y = 4b--"LFrom which, upon integration, a +bp) 4 --- a4_+k
Putting in numbers for the a's, b's, k's,
E-'-[= 6. 547 x 105 # in.Z
's, p. and L
-- . Z
and GJ = 3. Z85 x 105 # In.
There are the values of E1 and GJ used in the frequency analysis of the solar
array. For comparison purposes the original values .were EI -- 3.96Z x
. Z Z :_105 # in. and GJ=3.010 x 105 # in. (constantIy}.
Mass per Unit Span L,:ngth,
Sub st rat e
Surface density Cfq = 0.056#/ft z
.056
144
= O. 0003889 #/in. Z
123
W(_i = O--i
4
: 0003889 x 36.7 : 0.01427 #/in.
1
Cells
Surface density O-_
= 0.3o0 #/ftz
.30o
144
= 0.00Z083
CD2 = _ _2 = .002083 x 32.. 8 = 0• 06833 #/in•
Tube and Strips (One Tube)
Material weight density F'
CJ 3 = t_
= •006
Root
Stube + Sflats
x .160 (7. 076 +.800 +
(x =o)
•006 x .160
Titanium Alloy = O. 160 #/in 3
• )+ S connecting strip + Sbottom strip
1.125 +.300)= 0.00893 #/in.,.
¢
(7. i70 6--. 800 -_-1. 125 "*'0)= 0.00873 #/in.for
"<_ 216)constant section (100 __< x
Over the tapered region of the tube section (
linear with respect to the effective radius r,
respect to x. Thus, the average 6,,)3 is:
0 <___ x _100), (_,93 is
which in turn is linear with
- (tj 3 = .00893 Z+ .00873 x I00 .00873
= 0. 008776 #/in.(one tube).
/
J
Total (array) weight per inch of span
<73=co 1 + _z+
: 0.10015 #/in.
2 ('_3 = .01427 + .06833t2
x .008776
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L W
and the required mass per inch of span, /-_ • for the array, assumed
constant over the span, ,_:
/C/= CO _ . 0015_y - 5_,i_.64"- 0.0002594 # sec
2 -Z
For comparison purposes• the original value was 0.0003041 # sec in.
Mass Moment of Inertia Per Unit Span .Length, r
Sub st r ate
1 "//2 1
I I - I-Z c_ x_ = l-Z 7)2 zx .01427 (36. ----i. 602 # in. /in.
cells
1 _ 2 I
I2 = q'Z C&Z _2 = I'-_ x 0. 06833 (32 8)2• -- 6. 126 #in.2/in.
Tubes and Strips (Two Tubes)
.2
13 = Z LO3 c_ = Zl° =
-- 2
z _3 (dZ+ r )
whered = Distance.array to oftube= 19.7sin.,
l= %
o
--2
r and r "- radius of circle with Same enclosed
area as tube. r is an effective radius of the tube for purposes of
approximating the I ° of the tube.
-- Z Z. 56O
r _ 0.8147 Root (x -- 0)
-- 2 2. 662
= 0.84734• constant section (100 < x <__ 216)
r = q_.(
[- (19. )z (. _l_' zL 75 + 81487) z -- 6. 978 //in./in., Root (x--0)13 Z 00893X B
i3 = 2. x .00873 (19.75) + (.84734) z = 6.8Z3 #in.]in., constant
section (100_ x _< Z16).
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WOver tapered region of the tube section, I3varies linearly with respect to
the weight/inch, cO 3 very nearly (the effect of I variation is minor), and
o
C,93 in turn varies linearly with x, as mentioned previously.
Thus the effective 13 is :
/6. 978 6. 823A=
' Z X
100 -t- 6. 823 x 116)
1 2_
"- 6. 859#in./in.
(two tubes)
Total (array weight moment of inertia per inch of span:
-- 2
I = I1 -}" IZ -[- 13 = i. 602+6. i?-6+ 6. 859 = 14. 587 @in./in.
and the required mass moment of inertia per inch of span, _" , for the
array, assumed constant over the span, is:
m
I 14. 587
= 04 -- O. 03779 #secZinJin.
Natural Frequencies
The natural frequencies are calculated from formulas in Reference Z0,
pages 458 and 459.
Bending Frequencies (Cantilever Beam)
EI
where a 1 -- 3.5Z, a 2 _ ZZ.04 (Den Hartog gives a z -- Z2.4, but this value
is a n_is-print as an independent check will verify), a 3 -- 61.7, El---- 6. 547
05#in.Z z -z (L4x 1 IX -- 0.0002594 # se:c in. and L-Z16.0 in. = 2-.177 x
109 in.4). The parameter -- is:
FL 4
126
W6. 547 x 105 -I
= 1.0767 Sec
2. 594 x 10 -4 x Z.177 x I0 'j
The original value was 0.7736. Th._, the new ber,,;ing frequencies
reflect a 39.2% incrt:aLse. Using the values given above, and f 2-_ '
we find the bending frequencies are:
.) Y f
Mode radl sec cps
1 3.79 O. 60 (was O. 43)
Z Z3.73 3.78 (was Z. 71)
3 66.43 10.57 (was 7.60)
Torsional Frequencies (Torsional Cantilever)
where a I = 4. 712, a z = 7. 854, a 3 = i0.996, GJ =3.285 x 105#in. Z
and _'--0.03779_secZin./in. L remains Zi6.0 in (L2=46.656 in.2).
The parameter:
_L z = .03779 x 46. 656
= 13.65 sec -1
The original value was ii. 70. Thus, the new torsional frequencies reflect
a 16.7% increase. Using the a values given above and f =_ we find
• Z'k-V '
the torsional frequencies are:
f
Mode rad/sec cps
i 64.3Z 10. Z4 (was 8.77)
Z 107.ZI 17.06 (was 14.6Z)
3 150.10 Z3.89 (was Z0.4Z)
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W7.0 THERMAL ANALYSIS
The thermal analysis is based on the design criteria given in Section
4.0 and the deta,i design configuration preser,; d in this report. For the
purpose of this a_alysis , Mars' mission is assu ,_d.
The analysis is limited to cpnsideration of the solar array structure in
the deployed position. Thermodynamic behavior during" launch and prior
to deployment depends upon the relationship of the deployable solar
array to other vehicle systems which is not defined for this program.
The work presented in this section includes:
lo Basic physical measurements of the thermal radiative
properties for design associated materials.
Detailed computer results of a thermal mathematical
model developed for a specific design configuration
and using the radiative property date of 1.
1 Design verification tests conducted in a thermal vacuum
chamber of the array model.
Finally, the results of this thermal design are discussed as they relate to
the design criteria of Section 4.0.
7.1 Radiative Surface Properties of Materials
Monochromatic room temperature reflectance data is presented for several
of the materials associated with the deployable solar cell array. The data
is integrated against various source temperature Planckian blackbody func-
tions to yield a curve of total normal emittance as a function of source temp-
erature.
The Johnson 1954 solar radiation curve is used to obtain value of solar
absorptance. {Reference 31), {Figure 7-i).
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7. l, 1 Purpose of Mc_asure,_.cnts
The temperatures of objects in space are determined by internal con-
ductive pa*hs within the object, by the surface radiative properties of
the object and by the exter:_al radiative environment v,hich the surfaces
see. The radiative propo;_ies of concern are the abso;ptance for solar
radiation and the thermal (I.R.) emittance which governs the radiation
rate of heat flow away from the object. The purpose of Section 7.1 of
this report is to define these properties accurately, so that a thermal
model of the array and beam may be created. This model which may
be used to compute temperatures for various conditions of environ-
ment is discussed in Section 7.2.
7. I. Z Definition of Terms
Definition of terms used in this report are given below:
Normal Monochromatic Reflectance:
The ratio of the reflected radiant intensity from a body to that
incident upon it at a particular wavelength, when the incident
radiation is directed normal to the surface.
q_; Monochromatic Absorptance :
The ratio of the absorbed radiant intensity by body to that inci-
dent upon it at a particular wavelength.
Total Normal Emittance:
,The ratio of the emitted radiant intensity, integrated over all
wavelengths) in a normal direction to that of a blackbody at the
same temperature.
C: Total Emitt_nce :
The ratio of the emitted radiant intensity, integrated over all
iZ9
WWavelengths, cnnt .....by a :_ianar },ody into a solid angle of
Z "_'[ st_.radian to th,,t _i _ 0laci<bo_y .& the s;,:nc tcn;pcraturp.
c(5:
H_;
l_ionochromatic Emittance:
The ratio of the emitted radiant intensity to that of a blackbody
at the same temperature at a particular wavelength.
Total Solar Absorptance:
The ratio of the radiant intensity absorbed by a body to that
incident upon it from the sun as defined by the F.S. Johnson
curve of Reference i. (Figure 7-i).
Z
Monochromatic solar intensity (Watts/ ,U - cm
the Johnson curve. (Figure 7-1).
) as defined by
Z
Monochromatic blackbody intensity distribution (Watts//_- cm
a function of temperature given by l)lanck's function.
J
The use of emittance, reflectance and absorptance in these definitions
rather than emissivity, reflectivity and absorptivity indicates that the
values given are for real surfaces and include the effects of application
technique, substrate, and environmental degradation. In this report
where the terms having the suffix "ity" are used a theoretical value,
or a laboratory measurement of a chemically pure substance on a
completely flat substrate, is intended.
7. I. 3 Apparatus and Procedure
All measurements were made in the Space Science Laboratory of GD/
Astronautics using the same apparatus and procedures as were used
in the AIA Round Robin Program. These are described in Reference 3Z.
This apparatus includes a Cary Model 14 Spectrometer and associated
integrating sphert,, a Perkin Elmer Model 13 Spectrometer with an
associated hohlraum.
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/7. I. 4 Results
The materials measured during the subject phase were:
.
Z.
The epoxy fiberglass substrate
The teflon coating of the cushion material used on the rear
of the solar array (side away from cells)
. Various preparations of the same titanium alloy Ti-6AL-4V
used in the construction of the beam. These include:
a. Polished material
b. ]Blue oxidized coating (1000°F) from test section.
c. Blue oxidized coating (1000°F) from lab flat material.
d. Green oxidized coating (IZ00°F).
e. Brown oxidized coating (1300°F).
f. Dust blasted-brown oxidized coating (i300°F).
t
t
I
The oxidation process att,.mpts to raise the value of the thermal emit-
tance of the surface. For interior surfaces a high emittance tends to
lower front to back temperature gradients on the beam. A high value
of emittance also lowers the C_S]_ ratio, lowering beam temperatures
in the full sun. The low eIl_ittance value of the polished titanium is
useful on the beam side away from the sun. This lowers the heat loss
rate to space and also improves the front-to-back temperature gradient.
It should be noted that the tl_ermal e,nittance is a function of tempera-
ture. This data is given in Section I1.5.
The data used in the analysis for space stable white coatings were not
measured since thfs information is already well covered in the litera-
ture., Some pertinent results of the measurements are tabulated below,
detailed results are given in Section 11.5.
Surface _ g 6q@ 80°F 6"q@Zb0°F
1. Epoxy fiberglass .881 ---*'
2. Teflon .851 .902 .908
131
wSurface
_:q@80°F _@Z60°F
• Titanium Ti- 6AL-4V
a. Polished . 532 . 134
b. Blue oxidized coating (1000°F)
from test section. .749 .IZ7
c. Blue oxidized coating (1000°F)
from lab flat material. .776 . 159
d. Green oxidized coating (I200°F) .707 . 189
e. Brown oxidized coating (1300°F) •769 . 302
f. Dust biasted-brown oxidized
coating (1300°F) .88Z . 544
• 153
.151
.185
• ZZ8
• 355
.596
* Not measured because of temperature effects in the blackbody cavity
on the fiberglass (darkening) calorimetric data indicates 6_.9.
7. I. 5 Computations
The spectral data of Section 11.5 was processed using an IBM digital computer
to produce the values of total normal emittance 6r l, and solar absorptance,
qs , given ixL tile tables of tile same section.
6. tlwas determined using the relation
Z L(l-p_)_a/xa +(I-,o932 _ A=32c,, = a =.
where T.TA
f_xxax
is the plackian blackbody function corresponding to T°K.
i
_5 was determined using the relation
A-.7
A-.3
O('S= _ = .7
HzA 
A- .3
O- P,_) t/A n A
The results are given as a function of blackbody temperature for each sur-
face coating• 132
WThe value of solar absorptance is also plotted, a solar temperature
(10,400°R), for purposes of comparison. V,_ues of total normal emittance,
_',] , were u_ed to obtain values of total ei,..ttance, E , from Figure 7-2.
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W7. g Analysis of Desisn Configurations
In order to determine representative temperatures for the array and
beam in the environnnent of space, a thermal mathematical model was
created for use on the 704 computer. The configuration is shown in
cross-section in Figure 7-3. i, section i0 inches in length was con-
sidered long enough to properly represent the internal radiation net-
work. This section was divided into Z3 nodes on the basis of near
isothermality. The nodes are shown in Figure 7-3 by the circled
numbers. All internal and external view factors and conduction paths
were computed for the model. The path length and heat flow cross-sec-
tional area for each conductive path was'determined using the physical
properties of..00_ in. thick titanium alloy Ti-6AL-4V. The model
includes Z4 nodes, gg conductive paths, 168 radiative paths where
seven of the nodes are subject to 44Z BTU/HR-FT z of solar radiation.
The performance of this system is examined in this section for
various coatings applied to the titanium as discussed in Section 7. I.
7.Z.I Beam Analysis for Blue Oxidized (1000°F) Titanium Alloy With
a Polished Rear Face
The beam of Figure 7-3 was analyzed for the blue oxide and polished
titanium coatings of Section 7.1.6. Nodes I through I0 and Z3 had
this blue coating both sides. Nodes ii through z0 were polished out-
side, blue inside. NodeZZ was considered fiberglass both sides which
is representative of the array. An internal and external radiosity net-
work was computed and program runs were made to evaluate steady-
state temperature distributions for the system. This is shown in
Figure 7-4.
7.2.2 Beam Analysis for Blue Oxidized Titanium Alloy With a Polished
Rear Face and White Paint Front Face
The same beam model was evaluated for the blue oxide and polished
titanium coatings of 7.1.6 as in 7.Z. 1. However, the outside of nodes
I through 5 was considered painted with a U.V. stable white coating such
[ as S 13, having a solar absorptance of _=.7- and E =.85. After comput-
____ng the interl,.,_ and external radiosity networks, the distribu-temperature
• "-q were computed.
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7.2.3 Effect of Brown Oxidized (I300 ° F) Titanium Surface on Beam
Tempe ratur e
To supplement the precise analysis per," ,'med on the blue oxidized beams,
a simplified mathematical model was cozJ:i ructed including 4 nodes 2_
*'2, I
conductive, paths and 5 radiative paths. T, "%_model was used to predict
!i
the maximum temperatures and temperaturei_radients for brown oxidized
beams in both Earth and Mars vicinity. '_,_
Figure 7-6 shows the maximum temperatures predicted for blue oxidized
and brown oxidized titanium beams as a function of solar flux. Figure 7-7
shows the change of temperature gradient.
7. Z. 4 Simplified Solar Array Analysis
Using the measured thermal radiative properties for the fiberglass sub-
strate and the teflon - RTV damping pad material, a simplified thermal
analysis was performed of the solar array. This analysis assumes the
following properties for solar ceils with cover glass:
,9, = . 78Z
S
_- .82
The analysis accounts for front to back temperature gradients due to the
generally poor conductive properties of the glass, fiberglass, RTV and
bonding agents. Assuming the following physical properties:
backside damping pad area
backside fiberglass area
conductivity damping pad
" fiber gla s s
" glass
3.0%
97.0%
•0Z6
.17
.3
BTU
HR FT ° F
I!
thickness fiberglass
" glass
" damping pad
•006 in.
•025 in.
.IZ in.
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Considering a space environment and solar orientation at t A.U. where
the solar constant _ 440 BTU g the following temperatures are
HR ;FT
realized.
Solar cells 1 ]lgF
Rear Fiberglass 119°F
Rear Damping Pad 80°F
7. Z. 5 Substrate Edge Connector Analysis
The substrate edge connector is coated with Cat-A-Lac 463-1-8 epoxy
black paint. The temperature of this connector, assuming no conduction
to adjacent materials can be calculated from the relationship
SA C)( -- Z ( A _ [ i ]
\100/
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SO<
--
BTU
For a solar constant =400
HR FT Z
erature is calculated to be 140°F.
and O( /_
-- 1 the connector temp-
7.3 Design Verification Test
In order to verify the beam temperature distribution of 7.Z. 1, a thermal
vacuum chamber test was devised. Since a solar simulator was not avail-
able for this test, it was determined that the test could only check the
thermal model for conduction paths within the titanium and welded joints
and the radiosity-network corresponding to the internal surface oxide
coating. Assuming that the temperature predicted for the front face for
colimated solar energy is accurate, the test should then produce corres-
ponding backside temperatures to that of the model.
7. 3.1 Test Outline
The beam test section with a blue oxide coating on the front face and
143
polished rear face was suspended within a thermal vacuum test chamber
as shown in Figure 7-8. The front face and associated fiberglass panel
and heat shield were mounted opposite to a blanket heater and radiating
on the backside to the chamber col<. wall which was maintained at -Z85°F.
The backside of the heater was insula .:d (multiple reflective shields) to
prevent heat loss "and electrical energ-; was dissipated within the heater
blanket until the front face attained 350°F. Thermocouple instrumenta-
tion is shown in Figure 7-9.
7.3. Z Test Results and Correlation of Analysis
The temperature distribt_tion on the test article are shown as a function
of beam position in Figure 7-10. For the test article with the front face
set at 350°F, the back face (thermocouple 8) reached 176°F. This
value compares to 180°F for the analytic model. Several deviations
in the shape of the temperature curves may be noted. 'The fiberglass
panel runs at a higher temperature than the anal[tic model. This is
explained by its inability to reject heat in the direction of the heater
blanket--as it would in space under sunlight. The elevated fiberglass
panel temperature tends to elevate the beam temperature at the location
of thermocouples IZ and 13. Thermocouples i0 and Ii are at lower
temperatures than the naodel because of the action of the shield. The
most significant deviations in test results from analysis are to be
found in the temperature differences between nodes iZ and 13 and 10
and II. The temperature difference at the weld joint between upper and
lower halves of the beam indicates that the assumptions made with regard
to conductance at the welded joint were incorrect in the analytic model.
This will be corrected for future runs. A tabulation of significant test
data is given in Table 7-I.
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Figure 7 - 8 b Beam Section in Thermal- 
Vacuum Test Chamber 
I 
F i g u r e  7 - 8 a Polished Rear  Surface 
of Test  Beam Section 
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Test Data of 1-11-66
Blue oxidized beam with polished rear face
-7
Steady-state temperatures, Pressure 4 x 10
108 watts, Heater Area 117 sq. inches
Torr, Heater power
Thermocou_le Position Temp OF
i Beam
2_ Ii
3
4
5
6
7 tl
8 It
9 ,,
10
1 1
1 2
1 3 "
14 Titanium flange
15 Fiberglass
16
17 Heater
18 "
19 Gold Wall
20 "
350
346
Z68
324
342
255
214
177
229
264
251
ZZl
2-41
399
362
270
392-*
394*
-285
-287
* Heater temperatures tow probably due to poor t/c attachment to
rubber blanket
Table 7-1
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7.4 Relation; ,_f Thermal Design to Design Criteria
7.4.1 Substr;,;e Design
The substrate configuration and materials ,,re compatible with the thermal
requirements of Section 4. The total hem_ ,,i_erieal emissivity has been
measured for_the fiberglass-epoxy sheet and the teflon damper pad surface.
t
The test data indicate _ _0.9 for each material. The solar cell temper-
atures predicted a_e below the maximum state'_n Figure 4-2.
The distribution of damper pads on the rear surface of the substrate pro-
, rides a llninimum effect on front surface temperature.
7.4. Z Beam De sign
The beam has been designed to control temperature and temperature grad-
ients within limits necessary to meet design requirements. The brown
oxide surface has been selected to maintain temperatures below 300°F
throughout the mission. Predicted gradients are below 80°F. Lower
temperatures and gradi,_nts are attainable using white paint, however,
this method of control requires additional weight.
The temperature distribution through the beam has been analyzed precisely
for the blue oxide coating. Temperature distribution for the brown oxide
coating will have a similar shape but translated to the lower range predicted.
The beam temperature distribution analysis is based on solid titanium
attach strip connecting to the substrate. The effect of lightening holes
in the edge attach strip will be to make the temperature distribution more
symmetrical.
7.4.3 Effect of Thermal Gradient on Beam Deflection
The temperature difference between the beam surfaces will cause the beam
to deform into a circular arc. The amount of deflection _ , can be calcu-
lated as a function of beam height and thermal coefficient of expansion of
147
the beam material,
h
The relationship between the length of the upper and lower beam surface
is given bySz = SI 11. -_Z_T)
where of -- coefficient of thermal expansion, 5.2_ x 10-6/°F
also S I -- r 69 and " S Z = (r _ h)
= height beamwhere h of
It follows that S z _-- r_ _-
$1.
and _- "Z __ =
-- SI_ AT
h 6_ -- SI _r h_
S I (I_-_AT) - S I
h
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For Si _. Z16
-6
O< --_ 5. Zxl0
h --1.75
216 x 5.2 x 10 -6
We have C - 1.75 A T
-4
6.42 x i0 AT
This relationship is plotted in Figure 7-Ii. Figure 7-1Z shows the rela-
tionship of beam deflection, to solar irradiance.
7.4.4 Effect of Beam Distortion on Solar Power
The beam curvature will cause the angle of incidence of solar radiation
to vary along the length of the solar array. Assuming a cosine law
variation, the total power available to the curved array can be expressed
as:
is
Wc -- w Io cos _ ds
0
Solar Radiation
I
O
where w _= panel width
I° norm_il power intensity
I
I
I
I
s ---- length of array
The total power available at normal incidence to
a flat panel of the same size is
Wf -- wsI
o
The effect of curvatl_re on power conversion
can be shown as the ratio of curved panel
available power to flat panel available power
W W 0 Io CosGds
c
efficiency= W -" Ws I°
1 Iss 0
cos Ods
S
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substituting s--r _ gives
0
cos Q d _9_ sin
This efficiency function is plotted in Figure 7-13. A curved panel with a
deflection angle of 8.7 ° at the tip would have an efficiency of . 996. This
would correspond to a flat panel whose angle of incidence was arc cos. 966
of 5°•
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8.0 WEIGHT ANALYSIS, DEPLOYABLE PANEL ASSEMBLY
Weight variations are,_alculated assuming that all sheet thicknesses are
maximum or minimum_ based on design tolerance allowables. Where
sheet thickness tolerances are not specified on drav ings, commercial
mill tolerances apply. Weight variations are calcu;ated for use in
D
satisfying the design criteria requirements 'as follows:
%
A. The first mass moment shall var_ less than 5%
as measured about the spacecraft thrust axis
during powered flight. For the design presented,
the requirement pertains to the array and sup-
port structure in the stowed position.
Bo Cantilevered stiffness to mass shall vary less
than 10%. This requirement pertains to the
substrate support beams with substr.ate in the
deployed position.
--y
\ +z
\
\
Thrust
Axis
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The hypothetical variation in the first mass moment about the space-
craft thrust axis for the stowed array assuming all sheet thicknesses
maximum or all.minimum is calculated as follows:
Based on Weight (rain)'
I(mass) = g \
Wt(min) ( _ 4- X min )z
z0.89 (3z + 1 913) z
--- _
2
= 6Z.17 ib-inrsec
I
I
Based on Weight (max)'
Wt(max)
I(mass) = g
( _ + Xmax )2
(3Z + Z. 009) z = 68.91 Ibs-inrsec z23. 02
-
The variation, then, is,
1
68.91 "--- (68.91 + 62.17)
3.37 _ +
2 = 65.54
1 (68 91 + 6Z.17)
2
5.1%
Based on Ryan's experience with solar panel fabrication, a variation of
q'-- g. 5 % is reasonable.
The hypothetical variation in the cantileverd stiffness to mass ratio of the
deployed substrate structure is calculated as follows:
Based on maximum stiff beams and minimum weight substrate,
5
K _ .025-96 = 1.33 in.
W----/g 7.561 386.4 lbs-sec z
158
-W
Based on minimum stiff beams "and maximum weight substrate,
5
K _ .02398 = I. ZZ in.
Ibs. -sec g
W/g 7.57/386.4
The variation, then, is
i (I 33 +l.zz)
1.33 -- _" • = .005
1
F (1.33 + 1.ZZ) 1.Z75
= +43%
i
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9.1 Introduction
9.0 MATERIALS
Materials used in the design have been chosen with regard to the func-
tional and environmental requirements staled in Section 4.0. The
selection of materials has been based on their ability to withstand deep
space environment. Resistance to solar r_tdiation, penetrating radia-
tion, hard vacuum, high and low temperatures and other factors have
been considered. Although alarge number of materials can meet these
environmental conditions, the special requirements of the deployable
array concept have largely dictated specific materials choices.
One significant factor affecting material selection is the sterilization
requirement of 108 hours at 145°C. During this procedure, the array
structure will be in the stowed position in which many components will
be deformed from their natural shape. The process precludes the use
of many otherwise acceptable polymeric materials which would be
expected to creep during sterilization. However, all materials which
have been designated are heat resistant and capable of withstanding the
sterilization procedure. It can also be noted that as a rule, the higher
heat resistant polymers are more stable in the deep space environ-
ment than those of lower heat stability (Reference 21 and 30).
Non-magnetic materials are used throughout the structure assembly
except for the drive motor. Metals used in the structure are magnes-
ium, aluminum, titanium, cot r osion re sistant steel, be ryllium- copper
and brass. The non-metallic materials can be classified as epoxy,
teflon or silicone. #k summary list of materials is given in Para-
graph 9.7.
4
Materials have been selected whose properties are well known and which
can be processed within the state-of-the-art. Materials whose imple-
mentation would require research programs have been avoided.
Limited materials testing and process development have been conducted
as needed to establish properties or processes peculiar to the design
170
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requirements. This work has been previously described in the prelim-
inary development report No. 20869-1 (Referenae 8) and is summarized
herein as it pertains to the selected design.
9. Z Beam
Both'metaL_ • and non.metallic beam materials were considered. Titan-
F
i_,n w_;'_"selected as the preferred beam material because of its superior
_pping prop=_rties and its stability while wrapped during the heat-
sterilization process. Several glass fiber reinforced plastics were also
found satisfactory, but are inferior to titanium.
Titanium (6AL-4V) was selected because of its high mechanical properties
in the annealed state, weldability, and good fatigue properties. During
the development forming program, the preferred process was to seam weld
the two sheets before forming. Forming of annealed titanium can be
accomplishedat up to 1350 ° F without affecting mechanical properties.
Beams were developed at 1000°F forming temperature. However, in order
to increase emittance of the surface, a forming temperature of 1300°F
is to be used to obtain a darker oxide coating. Results of _adiative prop-
erties tests on titanium are discussed in Section 7.0.
9.3 Substrate
The substrate material is a glass fiber reinforced epoxy resin system
employing EPON 828 resin with DION RP-7A aromatic amine hardener.
The glass reinforcement is type 113 woven fabric. This system has
good stability in vacuum over a temperature range from -400 to 350°F
(Reference 21 and 28). Substrate thickness is the factor controlling
wrapping ability. The stiffness of the glass fiber laminate will increase
only about 35% over a ZS0°F temperature drop (Reference ZZ). Typical
properties of the laminate material are shown in Table 9-1 (Reference
38 and 34). In general, the laminate meets the requirement of MIL-P-
Z54Zl type I.
Special edge attachment tests were conducted to measure the strength
of the thin clip type substrate-edge attachment. These tests are
171
described in detail in Section 11. The tests were conducted at 75°Fand
300°Floading a typical edge section in shear and tension. The tests
indicated the design loads could be met by increasing the substrate thick-
ness in the attach area.
For an adhesive bonded edge attachment, shear strength values will be the
same as the shear properties of the adhesive system used. These values
for EPON 934 are shown in Figure 9-1 (Reference 10).
17_-
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Table 9-1
Mechanical Properties of Glass Fabric-Epoxy Resin
Laminates Usin_ DION RP-TA and EPON 828
Pr ope rt y
Tensile Strength at 75°F, psi
Test Value
64,000
Compressive Strength at 75°F, psi 50,500
Flexural Strength at 75°F, psi
Flexural Modulus of Elasticity at 75°F, psi
85,300
3.87 x 106
Flexural Strength at 160°F, psi
Flexural Modulus of Elasticity at 160°F, psi
Flexural Strength at 300°F, psi
Flexural Modulus at 300°F, psi
74, I00
3.79 x 106
33,400
3.0x 106
173
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9.4 Cushionin_ Materials
In order to protect the solar cells during launch, a cushion arrangement
is provided on the reverse side of the substrate. Because the cushion
surface contacts the cells directly, teflon, (TFE) film is selected to
provide an inert, low friction bearing surface. The cushion is silicone
rubber foam which is specified for its resistance to penetrating radia-
tion and uniform properties from -100°F to 400°F (Reference Zl and Z3).
The physical properties and vacuum stability of three foam rubbers were
compared. Materials considered were Silastic RTV S-5370, G.E.
RTV-7 and Hadbar 404. Physical properties of these foams are sum-
marized in Table 9-2. Silastic RTV S-5370was selected because of
its superior stability when exposed to 10 -6 torr at 350°F. Results of
vacuum stability tests are shown in Figure 9-3 and Section II. 4.
The foam cushion is prepared by casting the foam in place against a
primed-etched teflon film. By means of this process, no additional
adhesive is required between the teflon and the foam rubber. The
Hadbar 404 foam cannot be processed in this manner and was not selected.
Silicone rubbers have been found to outgas when heated at pressures
-5
less than 10 torr and may deposit oily films by condensation on
cooler surfaces. These condensible products can be removed by use
of a prior thermal-vacuum cleaning treatment (Reference 30). In the
solar array design, the silicone rubber materials willbe directly
adjacent to solar cell surfaces while retracted. When deployed, the
Silicone materials will be on the reverse side of the substrate from the
cells. In every case the solar cell temperature will exceed or be equal
to the Silicone rubber temperature; therefore, no condensation will
occur on' the solar cells and thermal-vacuum cleaning will not be required.
The spacer strip along the deployable beam surface is AMS 3304 Silicone
rubber. This stock is chosen for low compression set and negligible
change in hardness in space-thermal environment {Reference 30).
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w9.5 Adhe sire s
Q
Both epoxy and silicone adhesives are used in the array structure
depending upon material types to be joined and design requirements.
Silastic 140 adhesive has been selected for its versatility of applica-
tion and uniform properties over the design environment (Reference
Zl and 26). All flexible bonds are designed with Silastic 140 and
A-4094 primer.
Rigid joints are designed with Shell Chemical Company b':PON 934,
EPON 956 (EPON 934 unfilled) or American Cyanamid-Bloom FM-
1000. These adhesives meet the requirements of MIL-A-5090 or
MIL-A-Z5463. Principle reason for selection of EPON 934 is its
good mechanical properties at 300°F needed to resist sterilization
environment and to withstand deep space environment (Reference 10
and Z1). See Figures 9-I and 9-2 for properties (Reference 10 and
33).
FM-1000 is used in honeycomb sandwich because of its light weight,
high-peel Strength and acceptability in the space environment (Ref-
erence 21).
9.6 Surfaces Finishes
Consideration of surface finishes has dealt primarily with thermal
control coatings and corrosion protection. In order to provide mini-
mum weight, the use of paints to control temperature has been avoided.
The titanium beam, for example, is allowed to oxidize sufficiently
during forming to produce acceptable thermal radiative properties.
Thermal control paints which have been considered include liT S-13
methyl silicone-zinc oxide white, Fuller 517-W-1 white and Gat-A-Lac
443-1 epoxy white and Cat-A-Lac 463-1-8 epoxy black_ The 480°F
cure temperature of the Fuller 517-W-1 restricts its use, but if required,
this material can be applied to the titanium beam to provide a stable,
glossy paint which will slide through the teflon support guide.
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The S-13 paint is stable and preferred for critical control requirements.
However, the material is very soft and would not be preferr, ed on sliding
surfaces. (Reference 24)
The aluminum substrate edge connector is coated with Cat-A-gac.463-1-8
epoxy. The O( / __ ratio of this paint is similar to the fiberglass substrate
and will maintain connector temperature within the same range. The paint
will satisfactorily control the clip temperature as shown in Section 7.0.
Cat-A-Lac 463-1-8 is selected because of its good adhesion and resis-
tance to damage during assembly.
Magnesium requires a protective coating to prevent corrosion in the pre-
launch environment. Dow 17 anodize treatment is used throughout the
design except in special cases where Dow 19 is employed.
Bonded joints develop superior strength on Dow 19 finished surfaces
(Reference 25). Therefore, thLs treatment is specified where adhesive
bonding is required. Also in locations where other metals contact the
magnesium surface, Dow 19 finish is coated with a film of Cat-A-Lac
473-1 resin to prevent galvanic corrosion.
Electrofilm 4396 {MoS 2 - Graphite) dry film lubricant is used in the gear
drive assembly to give additional protection and separation between the
aluminum and magnesium surfaces. The drive motor bearings and gear
box are lubricated with Versilube G-300 Silicone grease--selected for
its stability in space environment {Reference 21 ).
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9.7 Summar)" of Materials Used
Material Designation
Aluminum Alloy 6061, 2024, 5050, 5056
Titanium Ti-6AL-4V, Ti (C. P. )
Magnesium Alloy AZ-31B, HK-31A
EPON 828 - DION RP-7A, Epoxy resin
EPON 934 Adhesive - epoxy
EPON 956 Adhesive - epoxy
FM- 1000 Adhesive-epoxy-nylon
Silastic S-5370, Silicone Foam
A-4094 Silicone Primer
Teflon {TFE) Polymer
Type 181 Glass Cloth
Type I13 Glass Cloth
EPON 1031-lviethyl NADIC Anhydride, Epoxy resin
Cat-A-Lac 473-I-500 resin, epoxy
Electrofilm 4396, Dry film lubricant
AMS 3304 Silicone Rubber .
Beryllium Copper
Brass
Cat-A-Lac 443-I, epoxy
Corrosion Resistant Steel
Ver silube G-300
Manufac tur e r
o
Shell Chemical Co. &
Diamond Alkali Co.
Shell Chemical Co.
gO DO 00
American Cyanamid
Dow Corning
0| n
DuPont
"Shell Chemical Co.
Finch Paint & Chem. Co,
Electrofilm, Inc.
o
Finch Paint & Chem.Co.
General Electric. Co.
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' EPON(R! ADHESIVE 934
Trend of Tensile Shear Strength Vs. Exposure at 300 ° & 400°F
( Substrate: Chromate Etched 2024-T3 Alclad. Cure: 7 days at 75°F)
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10.0 RELIABILITY CONSID_-RATIONS
Due to the nature of the program and the number of elements that have
been employed in a unique manner and fashion, obtaining specific relia-
bility numbers and data for use in summarizing as a numerical rating
would be largely a matter of opinion. Therefore, at this stage, before
tests could be conducted to accumulate reliability numbers for the comp-
onents, the problem of reliability was handled in the following manner.
The overall design was first divided into five basic design areas. These
areas, namely the array support beams, substrate, wrap drum, deploy-
ment mechanism and electrical provisions, were investigated in detail
by the designers. Layouts were made to investigate the problem areas.
As these layouts gradually solidified the design, alternate approaches
were investigated to collect a number of ideas from which to evaluate
and choose a design most reliably compatible with thermal, dynamic
and space environment. As the layouts proceeded, functional reliability
problems were uncovered which could only be solved by testing models
of representative areas. This approach was followed in the design of
the beams, beam guides, substrate attachments, damping pads, elec-
trical harness leads, solar cell substrate and the determination of
deployment torque requirements and beam bending capabilities.
As data and operating characteristics were obtained form the test
samples, these inputs were incorporated into design layouts. In addi-
tion to the information which was obtained from these tests, other infor-
mation was supplied by the technical section in areas of thermodynamics,
dynamics, loads, stress and weights as the design investigation required.
For example, thermal characteristics of the beam could effect its load
carrying and extension and retraction abilities. Atechnical thermal
investigation was conducted to determine beam operating temperatures.
The effects of these temperatures were studied in design layouts and
structural analysis.
Another example of the use of technical analysis to provide information
in a questionable reliability area was in dynamic analysis of the beam
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and substrate assemblies in retracted and extended positions. The analy-
sis was conducted for the purpose of discovering any possible excess
deflections which might occur that could affect functional reliability,
As the combined data from sample tests and technical analysis was accum-
ulated, the design layouts were evaluated, Design approaches which best
fulfilled the criteria were selected for further analysis.
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VI1.0 SUPPORTING TESTS
This Section includes data and tests which are conducted to support analy-
sis where theoretical predictions were questionable or design allowables
were unobtainable.
1 1. I Actuation To rc_ue Rec_uirements
This test was conducted to determine the minimum extension and retraction
torques required with the beam held radially against the wrap drum. The
minimum torques required were determined when the radial forces were
such that the wrapped beam was held against the wrap drum with no defor-
mation from the wrap drum curvature between the radial force points. The
radial forces were provided by 3/8 in. dis. rollers held against the flattened
beam by a tension spring each side of the beam. The number of rollers and
i.
relative positions are shown in the following sketch.
Rollers (21)
% ' , , ap Drum
Beam Wrapped
on Dr urrJ
One beam of full-scale cross-section {.0060 in. thick sheet, 6AL-4V annealed
titanium) less beam caps {required for additional bending strength) was used
in the test model (See Figure 11-1). The torque requirements of the drive
motor for the two beam systems should be little greater than twice test values
justified as follows:
1) Stress analysis shows the wrap drum twist to be only
5.6 x 10"4in. (See Section 5.2) measured on the wrap
• ' drum surface when transmitting the drive torque from
the drum gear to the beam at the opposite end of the
wrap drum.
Z) The torque required to wrap the substrate is relatively
negligible (approximately 0.3%) compared to wrapping the
beam and overcoming friction in the radial force mechanisms.
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Figure 11-1 Mockup of Rollout Drum 
The tes t  was  conducted by recording the force,  at a given crank a r m  
(torque), to  extend and to re t rac t  the beam. 
force springs at 5 tension settings a r e  shown in Figure 11-2.  
extension and retraction torques were not equal for  the radial  force 
spring settings chosen. 
tial res t ra in t  forces  existed at the beam-roller contact points, the 
assumption is made that the retraction torque and torque to  prevent 
extension would be equal. 
Test  results for the radial  
The 
If the system were  frictionless and no tangen- 
Since the friction and tangential restraint  forces  would have been diffi- 
cult to  obtain, miniature beam models requiring no radial  force res t ra in ts  
(See Figure 11-3) were  employed to justify the above theory assumption. 
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Figure 11-3 Miniature Beam Test  Model 
Due to  the complexity in determining the effective a rea  over which the 
beam flattening load is applied, the torque required is determined experi- 
mentally and from this  an effective cross-sectional beam stiffness may 
be computed using the equation, 
Wrapping Troque 
t 
r Flattening Force  1 
f -   h u i d e  \ 
Direction of Movement Block M 
For  miniature beam model A, 
bl = . 67  in. 
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b Z = . 71 In.
= . 499 radians
t =. 0075 in.
radius=. 7 in.
r = . 75 in.
Material - Stainless Steel
Ellilat } _
T(extend) - r
--_ bz _--. t 1
• ,1 •
I_
]beam After Flattening
I-'. 25 x lO "7 in. 4
Beam Before Flattening
Z9x 106 (.Z5 x 10 .7
_. = .97 in.- Ibs
.75
The test torque, after correction for torque resistance of. 094 in:lbs due
to system friction,
Ttest(extend) --- I. 13 + . 094 = 1. ZZ in_lbs.
Tte St(retract )
= 1.3Z -- .094 = I.ZZ in:-lbs.
This correlates with the theoretical assumption. Theoretical torque calcu-
lations were within 20_ of test data by using bending stiffness of the flattened
beam rather than an effective stiffness of the partially flattened beam.
A second miniature beam of a closed cross-section also showed test correla-
tion with theoretical assumption. Theoretical torque calculations were
within 14_ of test data by using bending stiffness of the flattened beam rather
than an effectlve stiffness of the partially flattened beam.
The retraction torque and the torque to prevent extension is now calculated
for the beam of fuU scale cross-section by compensating for torque due to
system friction:
E_ i), T(friction) = T(test) -- T(retract) =60 -- T(retract )
E(_N 21 T(friction ) = T(test) + T(extend) = 35 + T(extend)
T(extend) = T(friction)
-- 35
since T(retract )
e
T(extend), ' EQN 2) is substituted in EQN I),
I
i
T(friction) = T(test) -- _(friction) -- 35_
T(test| +55 66 +35
T(friction) = 2 = Z = 50.5 in.-lbs.
and substituting in EQN 2),
T(extend) " T(retract ) = 50.5 -- 35 -- 15.5 in.-lbs.
By analysis, using stiffness properties of the flattened beam,
T = (E)(I_) .. (15.4 x l06) (5.76 x i0 -7
r 6 == I. 5 inrlbs.
i b
which is I. 5 _
15.5 9.7% of T (extend or retract)
- Since the tests were conducted at room temperature, the retraction torque
. data for the full-scale cross-section beam is conservative by the affect of
the percent reduction in modulus of the 6AL-4V titanium beam material at
the temperature expected when retraction occurs (approximately 150°F in
the vicinity of Mars). This modulus reduction is 3% using Reference 3. In
addition, the presence of the beam caps will increase the retraction torque
requirement .(i. e. test data to be unconservative) to bend the flattened beam
by the affect of the percent increase in bending stiffness of the flattened beam.
Te st Beam
I
I
Bea_ Beam Caps
Gross-Section of
Flattened Beam
I(beam caps) = 5.6Z x 10 .7
I(test beam) 4.77 x 10 "7.
Material _ .0060"
thick 6AL-4V Annealed
Titanium.
97.6%
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which affects the system torqtie by 97.6 x 9.7_e _'_65_ " 2.2%
The retraction torque test data is therefore, unconservative by 2.2% -- 3_0 (_)
-" 1.5_ . Retraction torgue requirements of the system are calculated as
(66 x 2) (I.015) -- 134 in.-lbs. The available torque for the drive motor and
gear box selected is 219 in=lbs.
The test beam was fabricated of . 0060 in. thick sheets. If the sheet thick-
nesses are increased to a maximum .0065 in., the retraction torque require-
ment of the system is increased by an additional percentage calculated aa
follow s:
I AT --
i
f. 0065_ 3
15. - 15.5
=- 6.4.____%
66
The retraction torque requirement of the system would then increase to
(66 x 2)(1 -t-.064 "t'.OlS) --- 14Z inrlbs.
Extension torque _ta is conservative by a negligible amount. The expected
beam temperature during extension Could be iess than 75°F :, resulting in an
increased modulus •value and a reduced extension torque requirement.
I
J
1 1. Z Beam Bendin_
This test was conducted to determine the vertical plane bending capability
of the cantilevered deployable beam. The test model used (See Figure 11-1)
had a full-scale cross-section beam (less beam caps) fabricated of 6AL-4V
annealed titanium . 0060 in thick sheets. If the sheet thicknesses are
increased to a maximum. 0065 in., the test data is conservative by 8.3%.
The test was conducted at various deployed length positions of the beam.
A steady-state load was applied at the end of the beam. The beam is con-
sidered as if it were extended one-half length further to simulate relative
load C.G. position for the actual loading condition which is a 0, 2 g steady-
state load during cruise maneuver between Earth and Mars. The test was
conducted in each of two directions until beam buckling occured. The test
re'sults are shown in Figure 11-4. Since the beam was tested at room
temperature, the design requirement is increased by the 6% reduction in
modulus (Reference 3) for the 250 ° temperature expected. Calculation is
made as follows: L_ 216" _1
- 108
+ ?++i +
(W l)(g) == (.Z75)(;2. x l. Z5) x 1.06 --- .073 lbs. ult.
M 1 --- .073 x ZI6 --- 15.8in.Ibs. ult.
(WZ)(g) = (13.167)(.Zx1.?.5) = 1.06 =3.4891bs. ult.
M 2 = 3.489 x 108 376.8 in. lbs. ult;
V -- .073 -F 3. 489 _" 3.56 lbs. ult.
M -- 15.8 "b 376.8 = 393 in.-lbs, ult.
This calculation does not compensate for reduction in bending allowable due
to the presence of shear and torsion in the beam. It does not include shear
and moment effects in the lateral plane which will be considere_d later.
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4The beam support provided in the test model resulted in a difference
between the allowable bending moments due to loads in the up direction
vs. loads in the down direction, The difference is explained by examin-
ing the shear and moment diagrams for the two conditions, The critical
shear moment interaction occurs in an area of the beam With reduced
cross-section for the down-load condition; for the up-load condition it
• occurs in an area of the beam with full cross section.. The relative
shear and moment magnitudes are shown for the load C.G. 80 in. fromthe beam support which is near full deployment.
Down Load- _ 351bs . UP Load _ 501bs"
• 3 Ibs/IrL
wv - ,z8o_-_b_, 47_b.. " 1365_-_b._
40-
30
2o. //q i
. FuLl Beam !
Ii " _ 20 -_ _ReaucedBeam
- ' _ros_30- Section -" ] -- Cross-Sectlon
40
50 ."
_ Critical Inter-
Action Area
". zoo- I I
8 lbs/in.
= Qritical. Inter-
Action Area
Since the point of buckling is obvious for the up-load condition when refer-
ring to the shear and moment diagrams, the effect of the presence of this
respective shear on the calculated bending, allowable is compared to the
te st bending allowable.
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From the shear-moment interaction EQN, Reference 7, Page 8.2:
I_F_cr_l 2_t" IFfcSrs 1
fb =
2
= l
1/z
2
• F
I .36zt
I Fcrb ---- r
cr b
for r/t " 720, Reference 29
I _ .36 x 16 x 106 x .006
[ - .9
V 4.5
ZI_T" - 2 x 1.7 x .006
= 38400 psi.
= 2206 psi
= 110|2 psi, Galculated in the Preliminary Development
L s Report, Reference 8, page 107
I- z "7 l/z
_:- : LL " .3
: Therefore, the shear magnitude of 45 Ibs. reduced the bending moment : ....
i capability by only 2% at full-beam cross-section, The calculated allow-
able bending moment is:
I I 01197m _-- {37632) x " = 501 in=Ibs.
M--- (,9'8 Fcrb) x r .90
I
!
I,i
/!
This bending moment is greater than test. The coefficient, K, in the I_-QN
for Fcr b is therefore corrected to K -- .25, rather than .36, as suggested
in the preliminary development report, Reference 8, page 98.
t
/.25_
M =501 _,_/=348 inrlbs which is 4.7%
conservative with respect to the test result and therefore good correlation.
By examining the shear and moment diagrams for the final design support
condition, it is difficult to assume the critical shear-moment iateraction area.
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Therefore, the beam is analyzed for the interaction conditions at both the
point of maximum moment and at the point of maximum shear.
I The shear effect on bending capability in the area of maximum shear is
i calculated by use of the interaction Ef2N,
't Effect = I --
2 _
• V 90
I fs _-ht 7- x 1.6Z x. .006
= K E (b) z •Fcr s s c IZ
= 4630 psi .
(t - pz
i_iIi
Ref 7, page 6.9
K = 55 for clamped
edge conditions
I. 2" "-__
Beam Cross-Section
= 19199 psi
[. 4630 _ " 3% reduction in bendingEffect-- I -- l -- _l---_/
capability
The 3% reduction is not great enough to change the critical area from that
at full beam cross-section. This reduction is based on vertical plane load
conditions only. The effect on vertical plane bending due to the presence
of torsion and shear induced by lateral plane substrate tension (See Section
5.11) is calculated as follows,
The effect of torsion outside the guide sleeve at full beam cross-section is
calculated aSs
Substrate Tension
.85''-'] at Beam Ends
Loads Inducing Torsion in Beam
Torsion,
in-lba ult.
T
fs
Cantilevered'._-_- Support Portion
0 Portion of Beam [ of Beam
40
43.5 x .85
_ x Z. 56 x . 0()6 = 1204 psi _t.
F
cr
S ---- K s E x 12(1 m /_2_ ' Reference 7, page 6.7.
J" J
for the load distributions _' is considered = . 25 x ----28 in.
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WI . DO 2Fcr s = 8xlO3x15.4x106 _ _-]_)
Z 4936X • .
12( l--Z4 z) psi
From the bending-torsion interaction EQN, Reference 7, Page 8.2:
f(c_r / 2 '1204' 2Effect = = k4"_ = 5.9% Reduction in bending capability
S
The torsion effect in the area of the guide sleeve is considerably
less and therefore no calculation is shown.
The effect of lateral plane shear in the area of the guide sleeve compared
to vertical or lateral plane bending is calculated as follows (this calcula-
tion is made considering the presence of the beam caps as acting to reduce
the effective shear panel widthj b).
Shear,
Ib s. ult.
150
100
5O
0
50
571 in-lbs, ult.
V f
43 Ibs. ult.
, 81 lbs/in, tilt.
Full Beam Reduced Beam, Cross-Section
Critical Section for Vertical
Plane Bending
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Effect -- l
_ V' _ 106 + 90
fs -- _ -- Zxl.62x"00b -- 1008Z psi
2 2 ---1 Reference 7, page 6.9
lz 1
Fcr s -- 55 x 16 x 106 ('_.1.21006) 7 _n_tt2-- ° -- 19199 psilZ ( I - .z4 z)
Effect ----- I --
_'_ _ l/Z- = 15% reduction in beam bending
capability
This 1 5% reduction is not great enough to change the critical area from that
at full beam cross-section. Therefore the beam is critical in elastic
compression buckling at the outboard edge of the guide sleeve. The reduc-
tion in vertical plane beam bending capability is summarized as,
Reduction due to shear 2.0%
Reduction due to torsion 5.9%
Reduction due to temperature 6.0%
Total Reduction _s 13.9_
This means that the calculated room temperature vertical plane beam bend-
ing requirement must be increased by 13.9_
M =_) (1.139) -- 422in.-Ibs. ult required
Since M(tes t beam) -" 365 in.lbs ult, the vertical plane beam bending stiff-
422-365
ness (Ix. x) must increase by 365 -. 16____%
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WVertical
.006 caps Plane
x - "1-
• 006 Sub-
strate Attach
Strip
Beam Cross-Section at
Guide Sleeve EdGe
If we consider, the effective portion (Fcr _2h Fcy ) of the titanium substrate
attach strip (. 3 in. ) and add caps effectively . 3 x . 006, the increase in
vertical plane bending stiffness is calculated as,
increase _--
_[:with caps_ -- I/less caps_
_and _trip/l _and strip/
l(less caps_
_and strip/
• ffi _.01199+2 (..3 x .006}{.86)21
.01199
-- .01199
increase= .01459 -- .01199 = 22%
.01199
which is sufficient
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11.3.1
Substrate Edse Attachment Tests
Test Procedure
Test specimens typical of the aluminum clip-substrate to beam edge
attachment configuration were prepared using . 006 inch and . 01Z inch
thick fiberglass substrata, . 005 inch thick 5050 aluminum alloy clips,
and , 006 inch thick 6AL-4V titanium. A specimen width of 2.7 inches
was chosen to provide four tabs in the joint. The sam ples were tested
in tension and shear at 75°F and 300°F to determine mechanical prop-
erties. The elongation was autographically recorded to aid in deter-
mining yield strength.
I Tests were conducted in a Tinius-Olsen stress machine. Load ratewas adjusted to cause failure between one and three minutes after
loading. The specimens tested at 3000F were conditioned 30 minutes
at temperatures before testing. Figures 11-5 and 11-6 show a shear
and tension specimen in the test machine.
11.3. Z Test Restdts
i _ : : The tesl _eS_ts_are summarized in Table II-I.
P
!
Values reported are
an average of three specimens tested. In the tests conducted at 75°F,
the failure mode shifted from the fiberglass substrata to the aluminum
clip when the thickness of the fiberglass was increased from . 005 inch
to . 017 inch. In the tests conducted at 300°F, the failure was always
in the fiberglass. Tension yield strengths reported correspond to
initial deformation of aluminum clip. Ultimate strengths represent
either failure of the fiberglass or complete deformation of aluminum
clip. Examples of 75°F tension failures are shown in Figures II-7
and 11-8. Figure II-9 shows a tension failure at 300°F.
Shear failures occurred when either the fiberglass or aluminum
material sheared. Figure II-I0 shows the failure of a shear specimen
tested at 75°F. In this case the substrata is . 012 inch thick and the
aluminum clip has failed.
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11.4 Weight Loss of Silicone Rubber Foams in Thermal Vacuum
11.4.1 Test Procedure
I
!
I
I
i
I
/
I
Three silicone foams were submitted to a thermal vacuum environment
to determine weight loss. Test specimens were as follows:
1. General Electric RTV-7 -- 2.8 n x 2.9" x i [8" Sheet-black
2. Dow Corning RTV S-5370--2.9" x 2.9" x 1/8" Sheet-salmon
3. Hadbar 404 -- !, On x 1.5 n x 1/2" block-buff
Sample material for items I and 2 was post-cured 4 hours at 300°F prior
to testing. Sample of item 3 was tested as received from the vendor.
• After initial weighing,, the specimens were placed in a vacuum chamber
-6
and the pressure was reduced to the l0 torr. range and the tempera-
ture was raised to 350°F. The specimens were removed from the
chamber at intervals of 25 hours, 5 days, 8 days, and 11 days and weighed.
g
I I. 4, 2 Test Results
A summary of test results is recorded in tabular form below.
Weighing Time RTV-7 S-5370 Hadbar 404
1 0(Ref. } 3. 585 5. Z45 3. 765
Z Z5 hr. 3. 350 5. 195 3. 735
3 5 Day 3. 300 5. 188 3. 740
4 8 Day 3. 280 5. 175 3. 735
5 11 Day 3.270 5.175 3.740
i (a) During weighings Z and 3, oily deposits were noted under the RTV-7.(b} During weighing 4, a one-inch crack was noticed in the S-5370.
(c} The Hadbar 404 specimen was shriveled when brought back to sea-
level pressure. This observed during all weighings after the
start of the test.
(d} Chamber environment was 350°F +_ I00 and I. 2 -- 6 x 10 -6 torr.
_05
W11.5 Thet.mal Radiative Test Data
The thermal radiative data for all materials measured during the design
phase are contained in this section. The measurements were made using
the procedures discrlbed in Section 7. I. 3.
The data are presented in the following figures and tables.
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